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ABSTRACT
Investigating Soot Morphology in Counterflow Flames at Elevated Pressures
Hafiz Muhammad Fahid Amin

Practical combustion devices such as gas turbines and diesel engines operate at
high pressures to increase their efficiency. Pressure significantly increases the overall
soot yield. Morphology of these ultra-fine particles determines their airborne lifetime and
their interaction with the human respiratory system. Therefore, investigating soot
morphology at high pressure is of practical relevance.
In this work, a novel experimental setup has been designed and built to study the
soot morphology at elevated pressures. The experimental setup consists of a pressure
vessel, which can provide optical access from 10° to 165° for multi-angle light scattering,
and a counterflow burner which produces laminar flames at elevated pressures.
In the first part of the study, N2-diluted ethylene/air and ethane air counterflow
flames are stabilized from 2 to 5 atm. Two-angle light scattering and extinction technique
have been used to study the effects of pressure on soot parameters. Path averaged soot
volume fraction is found to be very sensitive to pressure and increased significantly from
2 to 5 atm. Primary particle size and aggregate size also increased with pressure.
Multi-angle light scattering is also performed and flames are investigated from 3
to 5 atm. Scattering to absorption ratio is calculated from multi-angle light scattering and
extinction data. Scattering to absorption ratio increased with pressure whereas the number
of primary particles in an aggregate decreased with increasing pressure.
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In the next part of the study, Thermophoretic Sampling of soot is performed, in
counterflow flames from 3 to 10 atm, followed by transmission electron microscopy.
Mean primary particle size increased with pressure and these trends are consistent with
our light scattering measurements. Fractal properties of soot aggregates are found to be
insensitive to pressure.
2D diffused light line of sight attenuation (LOSA) and Laser Induced
Incandescence (LII) are used to measure local soot volume fraction from 2 to 10 atm.
Local soot volume fraction increased with pressure and soot concentration profiles
showed good agreements when measured by both techniques. Experimental data obtained
in this work is very helpful for the modelers for validating their codes and predicting the
soot formation in pressurized flames.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Energy demand is expected to grow due to rapidly expanding economies and
increasing population. Most energy demands are met by burning hydrocarbon-based
fuels. According to the U.S Energy Information Administration (EIA), renewable and
nuclear energy resources are projected to show the fastest growth, however, it is
predicted that fossil fuels will remain the major resources of energy until 2040, as shown
in Fig. 1.1 [1].

Figure 1.1. World energy consumption by energy source
The transportation sector is predicted to be the second largest sector of energy
consumption and the largest consumer of liquid fuels up to 2040 [1]. Energy from these
hydrocarbon-based fuels is produced through the combustion process and in the
transportation sector, gas turbines and diesel engines are the main sources of energy
production. Combustion processes in these devices also result in harmful emissions such
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as NOx and particulate matter. These ultra-fine particles formed in combustion processes
play an important role in the performance of combustion systems; they can increase heat
transfer to the cylinder walls of internal combustion engine and reduce the operational
efficiency. These carbonaceous particles are not only considered a contributor to global
warming but can be a serious risk for human health [2]. The ultimate impact of soot
particles on human health depends on the soot morphology [3]. Furthermore, soot
emissions also contribute to environmental problems such as reduced visibility and
imbalance of the earth’s radiation [4]. Morphology of these carbonaceous particles is
crucial for determining their life cycle and their influence on the radiative balance of the
earth [5]. The formation and destruction processes of these particles are affected by the
environment, in which they occur. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the effects of
different operating parameters on the formation of these particles at conditions relevant to
practical combustion devices. In engines and gas turbines, combustion processes take
place in an unsteady and turbulent environment. Therefore, isolating the effects of one
parameter, on soot formation, in these devices is very difficult and more controllable
experimental setups are required. Laminar diffusion flames have been commonly used to
understand soot formation and destruction processes at atmospheric pressure [6-8]. In
these flames, the effects of variation of different parameters such as fluid dynamics;
mixture fraction, pressure, and temperature can be isolated. Their steady nature also
decreases the complexity of applying different diagnostics. Furthermore, our
understanding of laminar flames can be extended to make numerical predictions of the
flame and sooting behavior in full-scale combustion systems, using the flamelet
approach.
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1.2

Non-intrusive diagnostics for soot studies
Soot morphology has been extensively studied in atmospheric flames, using both

intrusive and non-intrusive diagnostics [7, 9-13]. To describe the soot morphology of
aggregates, information about primary particle size (dp), aggregate size distribution (σg,
Ng), fractal dimension (Df), fractal prefactor (kf), mean radius of gyration of aggregates
(Rg) and number of primary particles in an aggregate (N) is required. Light scattering is
one of the non-intrusive diagnostics that has been widely used for investigating the soot
parameters in atmospheric flames [14-18]. Santoro et al. [19], used light scattering in
combination with light extinction measurements to investigate soot particle size,
concentration and number densities in a coflow diffusion flame of ethene. Their
measurements provided an understanding of the soot evolution processes by scanning the
flame in axial and radial directions.
Two angle light scattering in conjunction with light extinction technique proposed
by De Iuliis et al. [17] have also been used to study soot formation in different co-flow
flames at atmospheric pressure [16, 20, 21]. Measurement of the scattering signal at two
angles (θ, 180 - θ), and application of Rayleigh-Debye-Gans (RDG) theory for fractal
aggregates allow the inference of soot parameters, such as primary particle diameter and
population averaged aggregate size. Prior knowledge of aggregate size distribution and
optical and fractal properties of soot aggregates are required when using two-angle light
scattering for soot parameters. De Iuliis et al. [17] used two angle light scattering and
extinction in a co-annular diffusion flame. Mean aggregate size was inferred from the
dissymmetry ratio and, using the information about mean aggregate size, the primary
particle diameter of soot particles was calculated. Yang and Koylu [16] applied two angle
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light scattering and extinction in turbulent diffusion flames. They reported spherule
diameter and aggregate size by measuring the scattering at 30 and 150 degrees and their
optical interpretation assumed that these angles corresponded to Guinier and Power-law
regimes, respectively. This allowed decoupling of the primary particle size from the mean
aggregate size and, hence, reducing the uncertainties in evaluating the spherule diameter.
Multi-angle light scattering has been reported by Koylu [22] for investigating soot
morphology in laminar and turbulent flames at atmospheric pressure. From multi-angle
light scattering data, information about primary particle size (dp), geometric mean (Ng)
and distribution width (σg) of aggregate size distribution, fractal dimension (Df) of an
aggregate and number of primary particles in an aggregate (N) can be inferred while prior
information about fractal prefactor of aggregates and refractive index of soot is required
[22]. Aggregate size distribution is well represented by a lognormal distribution [23, 24]
and, for inferring the aggregate size distribution parameters (σg, Ng) from multi-angle
light scattering, a lognormal size distribution is assumed.
Laser induced incandescence (LII) is another non-intrusive diagnostic which has
been used to study soot concentration and soot particle size distribution in laboratory
flames [6, 25-27]. In 1977, Eckbreth et al. [28] demonstrated the possibility of relating
the soot incandescence to soot particle size. Subsequesntly, Melton [29] developed a
model relating the soot incandescence signal with soot volume fraction. LII has been
commonly used for soot particle sizing and soot concentration measurements in flames at
atmospheric and elevated pressures [30-33]. Singh et al. [6] reported quantitative
measurements of soot volume fraction in counterflow flames of butane and butanol
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isomers using laser induced incandescence. LII signal required calibration in order to
obtain the quantitative values of soot volume fractions which was calculated by
simultaneously measuring the soot field using light extinction.
1.3

Intrusive diagnostics for soot studies
Intrusive diagnostics such as Thermophoretic-Sampling (TS) followed by

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) analysis have also been used in atmospheric
flames for investigating soot morphology [8, 11, 34, 35]. For example, Hu and Koylu
[35] used TS-TEM analysis for investigating the size of the primary particle and fractal
properties of soot aggregates in heavily sooting non-premixed turbulent flames. Soot
samples were collected on TEM grids which were attached to a fast moving probe. TEM
grids were inserted at different axial locations of the flame, and sampled soot was
analyzed under a transmission electron microscope. Morphological parameters of soot
were calculated as a function of height above the burner from the images obtained from
TEM.
Analyzing the soot particles under TEM is time consuming in terms of locating
the sample under TEM and analyzing images for soot parameters. Other methods such as
scanning mobility particles sizer (SMPS) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) for the
analysis of sampled soot have additionally been used in flames at atmospheric pressure
[36, 37].
1.4

Burners configurations and diagnostics used at elevated pressures
Soot emissions are strongly influenced by combustion pressure. As most practical

combustion devices operate at a high pressure in order to reduce the overall size and to
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improve their thermodynamic efficiency. It is important to understand the effects of
pressure on soot morphology. Understanding the effects of pressure on soot formation in
practical combustion devices is difficult as the combustion in real systems occurs in the
unsteady environment. To avoid diagnostic complications and to obtain more tractable
measurements, such investigations are carried out in laminar flames. Most common
burner configurations used for laminar flame investigations at high pressures are a flat
flame burner, co-flow burner and counterflow burner.
1.4.1 Flat flame burner
Pre-mixed flames have been investigated using a flat flame type burner in the
pressurized environment [38-40]. Fuel and air are premixed before entering the burner
and, once the premixed mixture exits the burner, the one-dimensional flame is stabilized.
Sintered metal foam is used to make the flow uniform. At elevated pressures, these
burners have been used to measure nitric oxide concentration and temperature
measurements using LIF and Raman scattering, respectively [41-43]. Soot formation has
also been studied using flat flame type burners in pressurized environment [39, 40].
Increasing the pressure shifts the flame front towards the burner surface and above 1.5
MPa measurements can only be made in over flame regions [39]. Moreover, the burner
nozzle requires maintenance over time and measurements have been found to vary each
time the maintenance of burner nozzle is carried out [44].
1.4.2 Coflow Burners
Combustion in diesel engines and gas turbines occurs in a diffusion controlled
environments. To investigate soot formation in a pressurized environment, coflow
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burners have been used to study non-premixed flames in which the fuel is issued through
the main tube while the air is supplied through the outer tube. Most of the flames studied
at high pressure are coflow flames in which the most valuable conclusion obtained is the
relation between the soot volume fraction and the pressure [45-48] and the dependence of
the soot volume fraction on pressure is represented in the form of pressure exponent, Pn.
1.4.2.1 Non-intrusive diagnostics in coflow flames
Miller and Maahs [49] designed and built a high pressure experimental setup for
investigating the effects of pressure on nitrogen oxide in a laminar methane-air coflow
flame up to 50 atm. The temperature of the soot was measured using two-color pyrometry
and based on the soot temperature mass concentration of soot is also studied. The height
of the flame changed moderately while the flame radius decreased with pressure. Flower
and Bowman [50] investigated effects of pressure on soot concentration in an ethylene-air
coflow flame using the light extinction method. The flame was scanned axially, thus
allowing detection of the soot formation and oxidation regions in the flame. Peak
integrated soot volume fraction along the diameter of flames scaled with pressure to a
power of 1.2 ± 0.1. McCrain and Roberts [45] used laser-induced incandescence to study
methane-air and ethylene-air coflow flames at pressures of up to 25 atm and 16 atm,
respectively, and found that the local peak soot volume fraction scales with pressure as
P1.2 for methane and P1.7 for ethylene flames. Moreover, peak soot location is found to
shift from the edges towards the flame tip as the pressure is increased.
Thomson et al. [46], measured soot temperature and soot concentration in laminar
coflow flames of methane and air at pressures from 0.5 to 4.0 MPa. Using spectral soot
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emission (SSE) and line-of-sight-attenuation (LOSA) measurements, radial distribution
of soot temperature and the soot volume fraction was obtained at different axial locations
of the flame. Peak soot volume fraction scaled with pressure according to power law
where the scaling factor is 2 between 0.5 to 2.0 MPa and reduces to 1.2 between 2.0 to
4.0 MPa. In order to assess the sooting propensity of the flame with pressure, another
parameter, which is the percentage of carbon in the fuel converted to soot, was
calculated. Peak carbon conversion scaled with pressure as P1 for pressures between 0.5
to 2.0 MPa while the pressure exponent was 0.1 for pressures between 2.0 to 4.0 MPa.
Joo and Gulder [51] investigated the effects of pressure on soot volume fraction in
methane-air laminar coflow flames up to 60 atm. An increase in soot concentration was
observed with pressure, however, the pressure dependence became weaker at high
pressures.
Flower and Bowman [52] studied ethylene/air flames in a Wolfhard-Parker burner
up to 2.5 atm using the light scattering/extinction technique. The velocities were kept
constant at different pressures by increasing the inlet mass flows. The results showed that
primary particle diameter and number density of primary particles increased with
pressure. Peak soot volume fraction and integrated soot volume fraction at a fixed vertical
height increased with pressure to a power of 1.7 ± 0.3 and soot yield at a fixed location
scaled as P0.7

± 0.3

. In a recent study by Steinmetz et al. [48], effects of pressure on

primary particle diameter were investigated in a coflow burner up to 16 atm using the
light scattering and extinction technique. Flames were scanned in the radial and axial
direction and scattering was measured at 90°. Local soot volume fraction values were
obtained using the Abel Inversion Algorithm and the local peak soot volume fraction was
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found to scale with pressures as P2.2, globally. Primary particle size was calculated using
the scattering to extinction ratio while assuming the scattering signal was in the powerlaw regime. It was found that the primary particle size increased with pressure and a
significant increase in particle size was found between 4 to 8 atm while a small increase
was observed after 12 atm. Due to large uncertainties of associated measurements, the
authors [48] recommended additional experimental work.
Laser Induced Incandescence (LII) is another non-intrusive technique for studying
particle size distribution [31, 53], but uncertainties arise at high pressure due to lack of
understanding of the effects of pressure on the heating and cooling mechanisms of
particles. Thomson et al. [54] applied laser-induced incandescence in pressurized
methane air coflow flames and investigated the influence of pressure on effective particle
size from 0.5 to 4.0 MPa. They found that the effective diameter increased dramatically
with pressure. Increase in effective particle size does not confirm an increase in primary
particle diameter, which can be investigated by light scattering technique.
Laser-based diagnostics have been used for investigating soot particle size, but the
associated diagnostic complications in a pressurized environment make them difficult to
apply quantitatively. Moreover, in the above investigations, morphological parameters of
soot aggregates are assumed and aggregate size distribution has not been reported in
flames at elevated pressures.
1.4.2.2

Intrusive diagnostic in coflow flames
Thermophoretic sampling followed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

analysis has been commonly used at atmospheric conditions but rarely performed in
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pressurized flames. Recently, Vargas et al. [55] designed and built a high pressure
thermophoretic sampling system to investigate soot primary particle size using
thermophoretic sampling and TEM analysis in a methane air coflow diffusion flame.
They reported a decrease in the primary particle size by 35%, as the pressure was
increased from 2 to 10 atm.
Coflow flames are two-dimensional and computationally taxing for testing
complex chemical mechanisms such as those involving soot formation/oxidation [7].
Furthermore, resolving the soot field in co-flow flames by light scattering and extinction
techniques using focused laser beam can be very time consuming. Although high
pressure can be achieved in co-flow flames, they inherently have some challenges such as
heat loss to the burner [56] and buoyancy instabilities [57].
1.4.3 Counterflow burner
A counterflow burner consists of two opposite concentric nozzles. In a
counterflow configuration, both premixed and non-premixed flames can be stabilized. In
non-premixed flames, fuel and oxidizer streams are issued through opposite nozzles and
the flame is stabilized away from the burner. A counterflow flame is relatively immune to
buoyancy-induced instabilities and allows the residence time to be controlled, thus
controlling the soot yield; both very important as pressure increases. Furthermore, the
one-dimensionality of the flame allows numerical investigations of the counterflow
flames with modest computational power.
Researchers have used counterflow configuration at high pressure for
investigating sooting flames [58-60] and studying global properties such as flame
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extinction strain rates [61-63]. Niemann et al. [64] investigated the flame extinction strain
rates of methane, ethane and ethylene in counterflow flames up to 2.0 MPa. It was found
that the critical strain rates increased with pressure and, after reaching a peak value, the
extinction strain rates showed a decreasing trend. Figura et al. [59] investigated the
structure of incipiently sooting flames with a microprobe sampling and GC-MS analysis
up to a pressure of 2.5 MPa. Flames were reported relatively immune from buoyancyinduced instabilities and, by controlling the mass fraction of fuel, flames are stabilized at
incipiently sooting conditions at elevated pressures. Mole fractions of acetylene were
reported along the flame axis, which were almost constant with pressure. However, mole
fractions of different aromatics and unsaturated aliphatic were found to increase with
pressure, associated with increasing sooting tendency.
1.5 Objectives
In the studies discussed in previous sections, few researchers have focused on
investigating the soot particle size in pressurized coflow flames using gaseous fuels.
Little or no information has been reported on the effects of pressure on morphological
parameters of soot, which can be investigated using light scattering, and thermophoretic
sampling as discussed in sections 1.2 and 1.3, respectively. To understand the soot
morphology using light scattering and extinction, optical access from 0 to 180° is
required. According to our knowledge no pressurized experimental setup for flame
studies with such a wide range of optical access has been reported. In this work, a novel
experimental setup is designed and built to study sooting flames. Ethylene has been used
for most part of this work except for two angle light scattering measurements where
ethane is also used to study soot morphology in pressurized flames. Ethylene has been
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shown to form sooting flames in pressurized coflow flames [31, 45]. Moreover, ethylene
is an intermediate molecule formed as a result of pyrolysis of large hydrocarbons [65].
The objective of this work is to:
•

Design and build a counterflow burner which can provide steady, onedimensional and axis-symmetric flame at elevated pressures

•

Design a novel pressure vessel which can provide the required optical access for
multi-angle light scattering in pressurized sooting flames.

•

Understand the soot formation at elevated pressures in counterflow flames of
ethylene and air.

•

Investigating the feasibility of multi-angle light scattering in counterflow flames
at elevated pressures

•

Perform laser light scattering and extinction to measure soot volume fraction,
primary particle diameter and aggregate size at elevated pressures in counterflow
flames.

•

Investigate the particle size distribution, fractal properties of soot aggregates and
aggregate size distribution at elevated pressures using thermophoretic sampling
followed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

•

Measure soot concentration measurements in pressurized counterflow flames,
using Laser Induced Incandescence and 2D diffused line of sight attenuation.
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Chapter 2
Experimental apparatuses
2.1 Pressure vessel

To back pressure
regulator
Spherical cap

6 inch dia pipe

Counterflow burner

Top flange

Metal
spacer

Bottom flange

8 inch dia pipe

xy-stage
z-stage

Gasket

Slip on flange
Blind flange

Figure 2.1. CAD drawing of burner and pressure vessel
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A novel apparatus has been designed and built specifically for studying soot
morphology at high-pressure. Figure 2.1 shows a CAD drawing of the pressure vessel
and the counterflow burner placed inside the vessel. The vessel has a height of 1.25 m
and consists of top and bottom elements. The top part has 6-inch diameter stainless steel
pipe welded to a spherical cap on its top while the bottom of the pipe is welded to a
custom designed flange (top flange). The bottom part of the vessel consists of an 8-inch
diameter stainless steel pipe which is welded to another custom designed flange (bottom
flange) while its other end is welded to a slip-on flange. The pressure vessel has four
curved windows, providing 165 degrees of optical access, which is required for multiangle light scattering measurements. Optical windows are made of optical grade fused
silica and have anti-reflection (AR) coatings (coating type: BBAR) for the wavelengths
of 355-532 nm. The optical windows are placed between the top and bottom component
of the vessel that are separated by metal spacers in such a way that optical windows can
be placed freely between the top and bottom flanges of the vessel. Sealing between the
metal components and the optical windows is obtained using RTV silicone. The top
component of the vessel has a height of more than 0.5m which also allows the laminar
coflow flames in this vessel to be studied without disturbing the velocity profiles of
flows. The exhaust line of the pressure vessel is connected at the top of this vessel. An 8
inch 400 class blind flange closes the vessel at the bottom end. All the inlet flows are
provided through the blind flange while the counterflow burner and translation stages,
which move the burner inside the pressure vessel, are also mounted on this flange.
To facilitate the burner movement inside the pressure vessel, the burner is
mounted on 3 axis translation stages and these translation stages are mounted on the blind
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flange. A vertical translation stage (940-0210) has a stepper motor inside and can provide
a travel range of 25 mm and a resolution of 0.625 µm in 1/8 step. A custom XY steel
stage (TSD-802SDL-SGDC) with remote actuators is mounted on the vertical translation
stage. On top of these XY-stages, the base of the counterflow burner is attached.
Electrical feed to these translation stages is provided through a KEMLON multi-pin
connector (16-B-04097-12) which is inserted in the blind flange.
Figure 2.2 shows the schematic and actual photographs of the experimental setup.
Scattered light collection optics are attached to a rotary stage through four arms. The
rotary stage is supported on four miniature vertical translation stages attached to the
pressure vessel and allow fine alignment of the rotary stage in the horizontal plane. The
rotary stage enables collection of the scattered light at different angles. To prevent soot
accumulation on the windows at high soot loadings without perturbing the flame, an
evenly distributed curtain of nitrogen flows around the windows inside the vessel from a
circular ring attached to the blind flange at the bottom of the vessel.
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Figure 2.2. Schematic of experimental apparatus (top) and photograph (bottom)
2.1.1 Pressure Control
The exhaust line from the top of the pressure vessel is connected to a dome loaded
backpressure regulator (BPR) (GSD4 - SS316 NR HP1500), which is controlled by an
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electronic pressure regulator (GP1 series – single loop). A desired pressure inside the
pressure vessel is set through a LABVIEW program which regulates the electronic
pressure regulator, and hence the pressure on the dome side of the BPR. If the volume of
air between the output of the electronic pressure regulator and the dome side of the
backpressure regulator is small, a minute leakage can lead to pressure fluctuations inside
the pressure vessel. To overcome this, a damping volume is added between the output of
the electronic pressure regulator and the inlet of BPR. The pressure inside the vessel is
monitored by a digital pressure gauge and a bypass valve is connected to release the
pressure in case of failure of the BPR. A spring loaded pressure relief valve is also
connected at the top of the pressure vessel.
2.1.2 Blind flange moving mechanism
Figure 2.3 shows the blind flange holding the translation stages which move the
burner inside the vessel. To open or close the pressure vessel, the blind flange at the
bottom of the vessel is lowered or raised using a motorized mechanism which is based on
the design adopted by [66]. The mechanism consists of three threaded rods, each of
diameter 3/4”-10 (Precision ACME Threaded Rods) on which blind flanges are supported
using an angle iron of 60 mm and a custom designed plate. The topside of the threaded
rods is supported on the ball bearing, whereas the bottom side is supported on the tapered
bearing. To raise or lower the blind flange, a DC motor is used to rotate the threaded rods
using a sprocket and chain mechanism. Detailed drawings of the flange moving
mechanism are shown in Appendix B
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Figure 2.3. Photograph of blind flange sitting on angle iron while holding translation
stages and support for burner. On bottom right is the back pressure regulator
2.1.3 Gases delivery
Figure 2.4 shows the schematic of the pressurized gas supply system. For fuel and
inerts, pressurized gas cylinders are used while the pressurized air supply line is available
inside the lab from storage of 4 cylinders of 80 L each. A Bauer mini-verticus III (MV-I
120-4-3) air compressor is connected to the four air cylinders to maintain a continuous
supply of air inside the lab. Fuel, inerts and air supply are controlled using Brooks
thermal Mass Flow Controllers (MFC’s) and the flow values are set using Brooks
SMART Interface software for the 0260 series power supply. These MFC’s are calibrated
using nitrogen and a conversion factor is used when the process gas is not nitrogen. Fuel,
air and inert are supplied to the burner inside the pressure vessel, through connections
welded at the blind flange of the vessel.
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Figure 2.4. Schematic of gas delivery system
2.2 Counterflow burner
The counterflow burner consists of two concentric straight tubes of an internal
diameter of 8.1 mm. The diameter (D) of the burner is less than those that have been
commonly used for experiments at atmospheric pressures. This diameter is chosen in
order to reduce the inlet flows and hence the soot loadings. For the counterflow flame to
be adiabatic, the separation distance (H) between two nozzles should correspond to 1 <
H/D < 2 [67]. Considering this requirement, opposed nozzles of the burner are separated
by 8.2 mm, which is kept constant. This burner is only used for two-angle light scattering
and extinction measurements. Figure 2.5 shows the 2D sketch of one nozzle of the
burner. Outer tubes having an internal diameter of 28 mm surround main flow tubes.
Coflow is provided using two inlets in the outer nozzles. At the rear end of these tubes,
custom made hollow flanges are welded and the ends are closed with blind flanges. The
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exit of main flow tubes is above the exit of outer tubes and is maintained by holding the
main flow tube in a 3/8 inch NPT bored through Swagelok fitting which is mounted on
the blind flange enclosing the rear ends of outer tubes. The blind flange and hollow
flange each have a groove in which an O-ring is placed. This O-ring not only provides
sealing but also allows centering the main flow tube with the outer tube by adjusting the
torques on the M4 screws.

RECEMAT foam
Coflow tube

Wire mesh
RECEMAT foam

Main flow tube
Coflow inlets
O-ring

Hollow flange
Blind flange
M4 screws

Figure 2.5. Section view of the nozzle of counterflow burner
To suppress the boundary layers, meshes (100x100 and with a wire diameter of
0.0045 inch) are added 8 mm below the exit of the main flow; and these are cut to
accurate size using a wire EDM and are held by friction. Circular discs of RECEMAT
nickel-chrome foam (RCM-NCAX4753.05), having a 5 mm thickness and pore size of
0.4 mm are placed before the meshes. The rear part of the main flow ducts is filled with
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Cole-Parmer, 0.5 mm diameter glass beads. The outer tubes have 5mm discs of
RECEMAT foam near their exits and their rear part is filled with glass beads. Putting the
metallic foam near the exits of coflow tubes assists in for straightening the flame.
2.2.1 Modified Counterflow burner
Keeping the meshes held by friction requires trial and error procedures to place
the meshes in the tubes without warping, which is found to be hectic. To avoid this
problem, the main flow tubes of the burner were modified; a 2D sketch of the modified
burner is shown in Fig. 2.6. Sixteen millimeters before the exit of the main flow tubes,
diameter of the nozzles is increased to 8.5 mm. RECEMAT foam is added into the main
flow tubes and on top of that 5 meshes are added, each separated by a retaining ring 1
mm high. These retaining rings were made using wire EDM and have a thickness of 0.25
mm, allowing the meshes to sit without warping. As the Reynolds number increases, the
edges of the flames are no more axis-symmetric and become wavy. To overcome this,
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meshes are also added to the top of RECEMAT foam in the shroud flow tubes.

RECEMAT foam
Coflow tube

Wire mesh
Retaining ring

Main flow tube
Coflow inlets
O-ring

Hollow flange
Blind flange

Figure 2.6. Section view of the modified nozzle of counterflow burner and detailed view
showing wire mesh held on retaining ring
Meshes in the outer tubes are held in place by a custom designed aluminum ring
as shown in Fig. 2.7. This aluminum ring not only holds the meshes but also aligns the
top and bottom nozzles of the counterflow burner when two stainless steel rods are
passed through the aluminum ring. Using two rods reduces the restrictions for optical
access for soot diagnostics. Adding these aluminum rings reduces the diameter of coflow
tubes to 26.5 mm. Except for the two angle light scattering work, a modified counterflow
burner was used throughout this study.
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RECEMAT foam
Beads filled between
two foams
Aluminum ring
RECEMAT foam

Aligning rod

Figure 2.7. Section view of the counterflow burner
2.3 Experiments using two angle light scattering and extinction
2.3.1 N2-diluted Ethylene air flames
The nitrogen/ethylene stream is introduced through the bottom nozzle while the
air stream from the top nozzle and flow rates are adjusted to maintain equal momentum
flux. The global strain rate, ɑ, is defined as the mean exit velocity of the air divided by
half of the separation distance between nozzles [58] and is maintained at 30 s-1 for all
pressures by increasing the mass flux with pressure. In order to minimize entrainment of
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ambient air, a velocity-matched shroud flow of nitrogen flows through the outer tubes,
having an internal diameter of 28 mm. The ethylene is diluted with nitrogen such that the
ethylene mole fraction is 0.3 and the oxidizer side is hydrocarbon free dry air. The
stoichiometric mixture fraction is Zst = 0.184, and thus the flame sits on the oxidizer side
of the stagnation plane. These values are chosen to have measureable soot loading at all
the pressures considered in these measurements. The flow rates of the main streams at
different pressures are shown in table 2.1.
TABLE 2.1
Volume flow rates of main flow
streams for two angle light scattering
measurements
Pressure
[atm]

Volume flow rates [slpm]
Air

N2

C2H4

2

0.76

0.540

0.2316

3

1.14

0.810

0.3474

4

1.52

1.081

0.4633

5

1.9

1.351

0.5791

The counterflow burner inside the pressure vessel produces a 1-D, steady
diffusion flame at elevated pressures. Images of the counterflow flames stabilized at
elevated pressures are shown in Fig. 2.8. The flame length increases with pressure due to
increase in inlet mass flux with pressure.
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Figure 2.8. Counterflow flames at elevated pressure at GSR of 30 s-1
2.3.2 Ethane Air flames
Ethane has a low sooting tendency compared to ethylene and is also investigated
from 2 to 5 atm using two angle light scattering and extinction. Pure ethane is provided
from the bottom side while the air flows from the topside; a = 30 s-1 is maintained for all
pressures.
2.4 Optical setup for two angle light scattering and extinction
Schematics of the optical setup used for focusing the incident laser beam and for
scattering and extinction measurements are shown in Fig. 2.9. Polarized laser light
emitted from an Ar/Kr ion laser (Lexel laser, 95L-MG) at 514.5 nm is chopped at 1 kHz.
This setup will be used to measure the index of refraction by using two different
wavelengths and hence the choice of the Ar/Kr laser. The laser beam is expanded and
then focused at the center of the flame using a combination of achromatic lenses. An
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achromatic half wave-plate is used to rotate the polarization plane of the incident beam in
the vertical direction and vertical polarization is also assured using a polarizer after the
wave-plate. At the focal point, 95% of the laser fluence is concentrated within a diameter
of 100 µm. The laser beam passes through the flame and the light scattered by soot
particles is collected by the optics which are mounted on a rotary stage.

Figure 2.9. Schematic of laser diagnostics: CL = Converging lens; PZ = Polarizer; PH =
Pinhole; BPF = Bandpass filter; PMT = Photomultiplier tube; DL = Diverging lens; M =
Mirror; RB = Reference beam; NDF = Neutral density filter; PD = Photodiode; IS =
Integrating; OW = Optical window
Scattered laser light is collected by a lens which focuses it on a pinhole of
diameter 150 µm. Depolarized light is filtered out before being measured by detectors. To
minimize unwanted light from the surrounding and flame radiation, a half-inch laser line
filter for a wavelength of 514.5 nm (FWHM = 1nm) is placed in front of each PMT
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(Hamamatsu photonics, H10721-210) and light intensity is measured using a lock-in
amplifier (Stanford Research System, SR830).
For light extinction measurements, the attenuated laser beam is collected by a
converging lens and then focused into an integrating sphere on which a laser line filter
and photo detector are attached. The integrating sphere is used to mitigate the effects of
beam steering. To compensate for the effect of any soot accumulation on the windows, a
reference beam is passed through the pressure vessel and is also measured using an
integrating sphere. Incident (Io) and transmitted (I) light intensities are measured without
and with the flame, respectively. The flame is scanned along the centerline by translating
the burner inside the pressure vessel in 50 µm steps.
2.5 Experiments using multi-angle light scattering and extinction
The counterflow burner, utilized here is modified from that used for two angle light
scattering. It has two opposite straight ducts, each having an exit diameter of 8.5 mm
while the separation distance (H) between them is kept at 8 mm. Ethylene and nitrogen
having mole fractions of 0.35 and 0.65, respectively, are introduced from the bottom
while the air is supplied from the upper nozzle of the burner. A global strain rate of 30s-1
is maintained at all pressures by adjusting the inlet supplies, while a velocity-matched
coflow of nitrogen is provided to prevent entrainment from surroundings. The flame
studied is a soot formation (SF) flame located on the oxidizer side of the stagnation plane.
A vertically polarized laser beam is emitted from an Ar/Kr Ion laser at 514.5 nm. The
beam is focused to a beam waist diameter of 100 um, at the center of the flame, using a
combination of optics. The attenuated laser beam is focused onto the integrating sphere
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on which a laser line filter and a photo detector are mounted. A reference laser signal is
measured to take into account the change in laser power. This reference signal does not
pass through the pressure vessel as this would hinder the optical access for scattering
measurements at some angles. Moreover, soot accumulation on optical windows is
negligible and does not influence the laser extinction signal. The light scattering
measurement setup used here is the same as the one used for two angle light scattering
except that the pinhole is replaced with a slit and four detectors are used simultaneously
to measure the light scattering from soot particles.
In order to perform multi-angle light scattering, the center of rotation of the collection
optics mounted on rotary stage must be aligned with the center of the burner. These
optics are mounted outside the pressure vessel while the burner is inside the vessel and
this alignment can be a challenging task. To align these centers a custom made pin is
placed on the lower nozzle of the burner as shown in Fig. 2.10 (a). The incident laser
beam is passed through two irises mounted along the diameter of the rotary stage and
touches the tip of the pin. A second laser beam is passed along the diameter of the rotary
stage making an angle of 90 degrees with the incident beam as shown in Fig. 2.10 (b).
Incident and a second laser beam are situated in the same horizontal plane, their
intersection defining the center of the rotary stage. The pin tip is moved to the
intersection point using xy-translation stages and the second laser beam is blocked. The
incident laser beam hits the tip of the pin, light scattered by the pin is focused onto the slit
of the scattering light collection optics and alignment is made until the scattered light
stays in focus on the slit while the rotary stage is rotated.
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Figure 2.10. Scattering pin positioned on burner (a), Laser beams intersecting the pins (b)
Light scattered by the soot particles is collected by a set of four light collection optics,
which can be placed at desired angles by rotating the rotary stage. A schematic of the
laser diagnostic is shown in Fig. 2.11. In these investigations, a pinhole is replaced with a
slit. A biconvex lens collects the scattered light and focuses it to a slit of 50 um width.
Depolarized light is filtered out by a polarizer mounted in front of the slit. To minimize
the effect of surrounding light and flame radiation, a laser line filter is used and the signal
is measured by using a lock-in-amplifier. Scattering from soot particles is collected from
15° to 165°.
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Figure 2.11. Schematic of laser diagnostic
2.6 Thermophoretic sampling experimental setup
The modified counterflow burner is also used in this study. Ethylene (diluted with
nitrogen) is supplied from the lower side while air is supplied from the topside, and both
streams have equal momentums. The global strain rate (a) is maintained at 30 s-1 at all
pressures by adjusting the inlet mass flux. A shroud flow of nitrogen is provided through
the outer nozzles to prevent entrainment. Due to the desire for a minimal sampling time
in this setup, the fuel mole fraction (Xf) is adjusted to control soot loading in order to
avoid the overlapping of soot aggregates on TEM grids. All flames studied are soot
formation flames, and their stoichiometric mixture fraction Zst = 0.253, 0.184
corresponding to fuel mole fractions of 0.2 and 0.3, respectively. Mainstream flow rates
at all pressures are provided in table 2.2.
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Table 2.2
Volumetric flow rates of main streams for
TS-TEM measurements
Xf

0.3

0.2

Pressure

Flow rates [slpm]

[atm]

Air

C2H4

N2

3

1.22

0.37

0.87

5

2.04

0.62

1.45

6

2.45

0.74

1.74

5

2.04

0.41

1.65

7

2.86

0.58

2.31

10

4.08

0.83

3.31

The counterflow burner is enclosed in a pressure vessel, details of which are
available in [66]. A schematic of the sampling device connected to the pressure vessel is
shown in Fig. 2.12. The thermophoretic sampling device used in this study was designed
and built by Mr. Anthony Bennet based on the pneumatically driven thermophoretic
sampling device for high pressure flames reported by Leschowski et al. [68].
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Figure 2.12 Schematic of experimental setup for Thermophoretic Sampling
The sampling device consists of a double-acting pneumatic cylinder with a
tweezer holder adaptor attached. Reverse-acting tweezers hold the TEM grid (carboncoated 300 mesh copper grids (CF300-Cu)) parallel to the axis of the flame. To move the
TEM grid into the pressure vessel, air is supplied to the pneumatic cylinder, at a
maximum pressure of 12 bar. Once the TEM grid moves through the flame (forward
direction), the flow of fuel is turned off to extinguish the flame. A high-speed camera
(FASTCAM-ultima APX 120K) is triggered just before opening the air inlet valve of the
pneumatic cylinder. Images are taken at 6000 fps to capture the sampling process. The
TEM grid is then retracted from the vessel and stored. One of the shortcomings of using
thermophoretic sampling is that flame flow fields are disturbed during the sampling. The
intrusion of the sampling probe can affect the sampling results, but this interference is
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mostly assumed to be hydrodynamic [69]. Quantifying the effects of flow field
disturbances on the sampling process is difficult. However, in the flames presented in this
study, our sampling method produces visually negligible disturbances in the flame. The
sampling time varies from 29 ms (at 10 atm) to 44 ms (at 6 atm) depending on the flame
length and pressure. Figure 2.13 shows the sequence of images of sampling at 5 atm.
Some oscillations of the soot zone in the radial direction are observed, but these are
minimized as much as possible. At t = 0, the grid enters the visible boundary of the soot
zone from the right and exits the flame on the left side. The flame is then extinguished
and the grid is removed for analysis. Thus, the grid only passes through the flame once.
t = 0 ms
t = 16.7 ms

Air
Fuel

TEM Grid

t = 25 ms
t = 44 ms

Figure 2.13. Images of flame at 5 atm during sampling process
2.7 2D Diffused Line of Sight Attenuation
The 2D diffused light line of sight attenuation and light extinction method are
based on a similar principal. Attenuation of the incident light is measured which is related
to the concentration of the absorbing medium through Beer’s law. 2D-LOSA can also be
performed by expanding the laser beam, but at high pressure the large density gradients
in the measurement volume cause beam steering and incident and transmitted laser beams
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pass through different parts of the optics and optical windows. When the diffused light
source is mounted on an integrating sphere, the output of the integrating sphere is
Lambertian. The output light of the integrating sphere is imaged on the flame, which is
collected by a focusing lens and re-imaged on the camera. The image formed by a point
on the image plane is comprised of rays of equal intensity from the diffused light source
and in the case of beam steering; the ray of the image will change its path. Any change
due to deviation of the ray will be compensated by other rays as long as the focusing lens
is overfilled. To ensure this, the f-number of the collection optics should be high which
also ensures a true line of sight measurement.
2.7.1 2D diffused light LOSA setup
The schematic of the LOSA setup is shown in Fig. 2.14. To perform 2D diffused
LOSA, two LED light sources are attached to a 2-inch integrating sphere. The output of
the integrating sphere is white light having Lambertian distribution. The diffused light
exited through a 12 mm port of the integrating sphere is imaged on the center plane of the
burner using a combination of achromatic lenses of 300 mm and 100 mm focal length.
This combination of the lenses gives a magnification of 3 that illuminates the entire
flame. The center plane of the burner is imaged onto a CCD camera (PIXIS 400F CCD)
using a combination of two achromatic lenses, each having 750 mm focal length and
diameter of 50 mm. To increase the f-number of the light collection lenses, an aperture of
12.5 mm diameter is placed in between the lenses. A band pass filter of 514.5±1 nm is
mounted on the camera and its dynamic range is optimized by choosing appropriate
exposure time and gain.
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Figure 2.14. Schematic of 2D diffused light LOSA setup
2.8

Laser induced incandescence
Laser induced incandescence is based on heating the soot particles close to their

vaporization temperature ∼ 4000K using a high energy laser pulse. Subsequently, soot
particles start to cool down, a process which involves sublimation, convection, and
radiation. Radiative cooling of the soot particles is detected as Laser Induced
Incandescence (LII). The LII signal is related to particle diameter as LII ∝ fv =
npπdp3+0.154/λdet. When the detection wavelength of 435 nm is chosen, the LII signal
becomes proportional to dp3.
2.8.1 Laser induced incandescence setup
Figure 2.15 shows the schematic of the laser induced incandescence setup. A laser
beam having a wavelength of 1064 nm is emitted through a custom Ekspla NL 909-5-SH
Nd:YAG. A wavelength of 1064 nm helps to avoid PAH absorption. The repetition rate
of the laser pulse is 5 Hz while pulse duration for the laser is kept at 2.3 ns. This short
duration of laser pulse with a given energy allows rapid heating of the soot particles and
minimizes the effects of pressure on the LII signal where cooling of the particles becomes
more effective due to conduction, and the LII signal can drop if the laser pulse duration is
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long. The emitted laser beam from the EKSPLA laser has a diameter of 0.9 cm and is
attenuated using a LaserOptik AVACS attenuator. The output of the attenuator is directed
towards a slit of 1.3 mm width using a combination of IR mirrors. The laser beam exiting
the slit is imaged at the center of the burner using a cylindrical lens of 300 mm focal
length placed in the middle of slit and the burner at a distance of twice its focal length,
from each. A beam stop blocks the beam exiting the pressure vessel. A power meter is
placed after the slit to measure the laser output and the laser energy after the slit is
adjusted through the attenuator. The incandescence signal of the soot particles is
collected through a Nikon (micro-Nikkor 105 mm) lens and is measured using an ICCD
camera (Princeton PIMAX) at a wavelength of 435±20 nm. An external trigger from the
laser is used to synchronize the camera with laser using a delay generator. The camera is
triggered 30 ns after the laser pulse and the gate width of the camera is set to 500 ns.
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Figure 2.15. Schematic of Laser Induced Incandescence setup
2.9 Planar laser induced fluorescence setup
A schematic of the experimental setup used for PAH-PLIF is shown in Fig. 2.16.
A Continuum Nd:YAG pumped, frequency doubled Rhodamine dye-laser emitted a laser
beam at a wavelength of 282.9 nm. The laser has a repetition rate of 10 Hz and the beam
is expanded using a plano-concave cylindrical lens of focal length f = -50 mm which is
mounted on Lavision’s Compact Volume Optics. This optical arrangement focuses the
laser sheet at the center of the burner. The laser power is kept lower than 7 mJ in order to
avoid the LII signal. The fluorescence signal is collected using a UV lens (105 mm f/4
UV-MICRO-APO 110010) mounted on a PIMAX ICCD camera. The camera and laser
are synchronized using an external trigger generator. The camera is open 200 ns before
laser pulse, whereas the gate width of the camera is 500 ns and it has a gain of 255.
Fluorescent signal is collected at wavelengths of 350, 400, 450 and 510 nm. To avoid the
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scattering signal from soot, a long pass filter (CG-WG-305-50) is also mounted in front
of the camera.

Figure 2.16. Schematic of planar laser induced fluorescence setup
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Chapter 3
Theory and Methods
3.1 Analysis of light scattering and extinction data
From light scattering and extinction measurements, soot parameters were inferred
using the procedure detailed in [16, 17, 21, 22]. Scattering and extinction coefficents of
soot were measured experimentally. The relation of these coefficients with soot
parameters is discussed below.
3.1.1 Light extinction by small particles.
For small particles in the Rayleigh limit (size parameter, xp = πdp / λ < 0.3), the
light extinction cross-section is given by
!
𝐶!"#
= 4𝜋𝑥!! 𝐸(𝑚)/𝑘 !

(3.1)

𝑘 = 2𝜋/𝜆 is the wave number and the extinction coefficient Kext is related to the
extinction coefficient through the following relation
!
𝐾!"# = 𝑛! 𝐶!"#

(3.2)

np is the number density of primary particles and is related to the soot volume fraction
and the primary particle size by the relation 𝑛! = 6𝑓! / 𝜋𝑑!! . For small particle, if the
contribution of scattering is ignored, the extinction cross-section Cpext is equal to the
absorption cross-section Cpabs, and
𝐾!"# = 𝐾!"# =

!! !
!! !!!!

!!

(3.3)
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𝐾!"# =

𝐾!"# =

!! !! !!! !

!

! !

(3.4)

!! ! !

!! !!" !

(3.5)

!

The extinction coefficient can be measured experimentally. The light extinction
method has been frequently used for measuring the soot volume fraction. A collimated
beam of intensity Io from a laser light source is passed through the absorbing medium and
the transmitted signal I is measured. Then, according to Lambert - Beer’s law extinction
coefficient, Kext, is related to the transmission (𝜏) as
𝜏 =

!!

= 𝑒 !!!"# !

!

(3.6)

The soot volume fraction is averaged over the length L and is calculated from Kext as:
𝑓! =

!
!!"(!)

𝐾!"#

(3.7)

For soot aggregates, when the scattering contribution is considered, then the extinction
cross-section is
!
!
!
!
𝐶!"#
= 𝐶!"#
+ 𝐶!"#$
= 𝐶!"#
1 + 𝜌!"

(3.8)

ρsa is the scattering to absorbtion ratio. The extinction coefficient then can be written as
𝐾!"# = 𝐾!"# (1 + 𝜌!" )

(3.9)

So, the expression for the soot volume fraction is given as
𝑓! =

!

!!"#

!!"(!) !!!!"

!

= !!"(!) 𝐾!"#

(3.10)
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where λ is the wavelength of the laser beam incident on the flame, m is the refractive
index of the soot and ρsa is the scattering to absorption ratio. E(m) is the imaginary soot
refractive index function and can be calculated from the following
𝐸 𝑚 = −𝑖𝑚

!! !!
!! !!

(3.11)

.
3.1.2 Light scattering for monodisperse aggregates (Rayleigh-Debye-Gans Theory)
For a single particle in the Rayleigh limit (xp < 0.3), the absorption cross-section
is given by:
!
𝐶!"#
= 4𝜋𝑥!! 𝐸(𝑚)/𝑘 !

(3.12)

Additionally the differential scattering cross-section for a vertically polarized incident
and vertically polarized scattering light is given as :
!
𝐶!!
= 𝑥!! 𝐹(𝑚)/𝑘 !

(3.13)

Here, F(m) is the function of the refractive index of soot and can be calculated using the
following equation:
𝐹 𝑚 =

!! !!

!

!! !!

(3.14)

For mono-disperse aggregates, having the same number of primary particles (N) in an
aggregate, their absorption cross-section is given below:
!""

!
𝐶!"# = 𝑁𝐶!"#

(3.15)

The v-v scattering cross section for mono-disperse aggregates can be estimated using
!""

𝐶!!

!
= 𝐶!!
𝑁 ! 𝑆 𝑞𝑅!

(3.16)
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Here, 𝑆 𝑞𝑅! is the scattering structure factor and can be expressed in the Guinier
Regime and Power Law Regimes through the following relations

𝑆 𝑞𝑅! = 𝑒

! !!!
!

𝑆 𝑞𝑅! = 𝑞𝑅!

!

Guinier Regime (𝑞𝑅! < 1)
!!!

Power-Law Regime (𝑞𝑅! > 1)

Rg is the radius of gyration of an aggregate and q = (4π/λ sin θ/2) is the scattering wave
vector. The structure factor has been expressed in a single form for both regimes in [70].
The scattering coefficient of mono-disperse aggregates is related to its scattering cross
section
!""

𝐾!!

!""

𝜃 = 𝑛!"" 𝐶!!

!
𝜃 = 𝑛!"" 𝑁 ! 𝐶!!
𝑆 𝑞𝑅!

(3.17)

Here, nagg is number density of aggregates
3.1.3 Light scattering by polydisperse aggregates (RDG theory)
Polydispersity of aggregates is taken into account by introducing a probability
distribution function p(N)dN and the differential scattering coefficient for polydisperse
aggregates is given as follows:
!""

𝐾!!

𝜃 =

∞
!
𝑛!"" 𝑁 ! 𝐶!!
𝑆
!

𝑞𝑅! 𝑝 𝑁 𝑑𝑁

(3.18)

𝑝 𝑁 is the probability distribution for the number of particles per aggregate and the qth
moment of distribution function is given as
𝑁! =

! !
𝑁 𝑝
!

𝑁 𝑑𝑁

(3.19)
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The first moment is the mean of number of primary particles per aggregate (𝑁! = 𝑁).
!""

Experimentally, the scattering coefficient, 𝐾!! , of soot can be calculated using:
!""

𝐾!!
!"#

where, 𝐼!!

!"# !!!
!"#
!!!

𝜃 = 𝐾!!

(3.20)

and Ivv are the scattered intensities of the calibration gas and soot,

respectively. Kvvgas is the known scattering coefficient of the calibration gas. Propane is
used as calibration gas and the scattering cross-section value for vertically polarized
scattered light from a vertically polarized incident light is 9.68e-27 cm2 sr-1, as reported
by Landolt et al. given in reference [71]. To account for the stray light from internal
reflections, scattering from nitrogen is also measured. Noise is calculated from the
known ratio of the scattering coefficients of propane and nitrogen.
3.1.4 Two Angle light scattering
From two angle light scattering and extinction measurements, the soot volume
fraction is calculated using Eq. 3.10. Values of ρsa are not known. To estimate the value
of ρsa, knowledge of several parameters of soot morphology is required. As these
parameters are not known at the time of measurement, ρsa is assumed to be 0.1 for
calculating the soot volume fraction for two angle light scattering/extinction and 2DLOSA, considering the results of [72] in which the value of ρsa is shown to vary from
0.036 to 0.11 in a non-premixed ethylene/air flame at atmospheric pressure
The scattered light is measured at angles θ1 = 45° and θ2 = 135° corresponding to
Guinier and Power law regimes, respectively. While measuring the scattered signal from
soot particles, neutral density filters are used, due to the several order of magnitude
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differences between the scattering intensities of calibration gas and soot particles. Mean
primary particle diameter is calculated from the ratio of Kvv(θ2) and Kext using:
𝑑! =

!
!

!(!) !!! !!

4𝜋 !(!)

!!"#!! /!

!!"#

!!

!

!!!!

!!

(3.21)

Df and kf are the fractal dimension and fractal pre-factor of soot aggregates,
respectively.

Df = 1.8 and kf = 2 are used in this study as they are found to be

representative of a wide range of combustion conditions [35]. The value of m is taken to
be 1.62+0.66i, with the reported uncertainties of its refractive index functions E(m) =
0.29 ± 27% and F(m) = 0.27 ± 44%. This value of refractive index is chosen because of
the laser wavelength used for the present scattering/extinction measurements [73].
The dissymmetry ratio is calculated from the ratio of scattering coefficients, i.e.
Kvv(θ1)/Kvv(θ2). According to RDG-FA theory, the number of primary particles (N) in an
aggregate is related to the radius of gyration (Rg) through the following relation:
𝑁 = 𝑘!

!!!

!!

(3.22)

!!

The angular scattering pattern is dependent on the soot structure. The structure
factor S(qRg) for single aggregate proposed by Lin et al. given in reference [70] is used:

𝑆 𝑞𝑅! = 1 +

!
!!
!!! 𝐶! (𝑞𝑅! )

!!!

!

(3.23)

Where C1 = 8/(3Df), C2 = 2.5, C3 = -1.52, C4 = 1.02.
For a poly-disperse distribution of aggregates, the average structure factor for
scattering is given by:
𝑆(𝑞𝑅! ) = 𝑆 ∗ 𝑞𝑅! =

! ! ! !!! ! ! !"
! ! ! ! !"

(3.24)
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Figure 3.1 shows the scattering structure factor for the same aggregate size having
two different distributions. Scattering patterns of both aggregate distributions of the same
aggregate size overlap each other, showing the existence of the aggregate structure factor
𝑆 ∗ 𝑞𝑅!

Figure 3.1. Scattering structure factor for aggregate of same size having different
distributions versus the scattering wave vector
The population-averaged soot aggregate radius of gyration (Rg) is therefore
calculated using the dissymmetry ratio (Rvv):
! (! )

𝑅!! (𝜃! , 𝜃! ) = !!! (!! ) =
!!

!

!!! (!")
!!! (!"#)

!
!
!!! !

=

!
!
!!
!!
!!! ! !!

!!

!
!
!!
!!! ! !!

!!!

!!!

(3.25)

! ! ! !! !! ! ! !"

!

!
!
!!.!!!!
!
!!

!
! !!
!!!

!

! ! ! !! !! ! ! !"

!
!
!!.!!!!
!
!!

!!!

!

!
!
!!.!"!!!
!
!!

!

!!!

!
!
!!.!"!!!
!
!!

!!!

!!" !

!
!

!

!!!

!
!

! !

(3.26)

!!" !

! !
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To account for the polydispersity of the aggregates, a log-normal probability distribution
for the number of particles per aggregate, with geometric width σg = 2.1 is assumed,
pertinent to the results of [9, 35].
𝑝 𝑁 =

!
!!!"# !!

𝑒𝑥𝑝

!(!" [! !! ])!

(3.27)

!(!" !! )!

The population averaged radius of gyration is calculated by solving Eq. (3.26),
numerically, in conjunction with Eq. (3.22) and Eq. (3.27).
Figure 3.2 shows the simulated mean radius of gyration versus the dissymmetry
ratio. The experimentally measured dissymmetry ratios are compared with the
numerically calculated dissymmetry ratio to infer the mean radius of gyration.

Figure 3.2. Mean aggregate sizes versus the dissymmetry ratios
From the diameter of primary particles and population average radius of gyration, a
mean number of primary particles per aggregate can be calculated using the fractal law
relationship given by equation (3.22). The aggregate number density is calculated using:
𝑛!"" =

!!
!

(3.28)
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High soot loading causes the extinction of the laser beam, requiring correction of the raw
scattering data by taking into account the attenuation of light before the scattering volume
and attenuation of the scattered light from the scattering volume to the detector.
3.1.5 Multi-angle light scattering
Data from multi-angle light scattering is analyzed using the method explained in
[22]. ρsa can be calculated once the total scattering coefficient, Ksca, is known.
𝐾!"# =

!! !
𝐾
∅!! !!! !!

𝜃

1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ! 𝜃 2 sin 𝜃𝑑𝜃𝑑∅

(3.29)

Kvv(θ) is the scattering coefficient of soot at each angle and can be calculated using eq
(3.20). Extiction coefficients are calculated using the equation (3.6). From the total
scattering and extinction coefficients, the absorption coefficient is found by subtracting
the total scattering from extinction i.e.,
𝐾!"# = 𝐾!"# − 𝐾!"#

(3.30)

The equations 3.31 to 3.36 and 3.21a for multi-angle light scattering data analysis are
used based on the following mass fractal relationship given in [22]
𝑁 = 𝑘! 𝑅! 𝑑!

!!

Aggregate morphology of soot and size and number density of spherules are related to
scattering coefficients in Guinier and Power-Law regimes through the following
relations.

𝐾!! 𝜃! = 𝑛!

! !(!) !
!!
!

!!

!

1−

!!! !"# !! !
! !!

!!!

!

!

!!! !!

!!

(3.31)
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! !(!)
!!

𝐾!! 𝜃! = 𝑛!

!!

!!

(3.32)

!!

!!! !"# !! !

The diameter of primary particles is calculated using equation (3.21a), and Df = 1.8 and kf
= 7.0 is used for the calculation of spherule size.
𝑑! =

!

!(!) !!! !!

4𝜋 !(!)

!

!!"#!! /!

!!"#

!!

!

!!!!

!!

(3.21a)

Relative light scattering pattern is due to aggregate size distribution. The procedure for
aggregate size pdf (N) can be inferred using equations (3.31) and (3.32). Equation (3.31)
in the forward direction (i.e. θ = 0°) is divided by equation (3.32) and, then taking the
ratio equation (3.31) evaluated at θ = 0° and θ = θG
!!

!

= !!!

!

!

!!! !!

!!

!!

!!

!!

!!

!!

!!

(3.33)

! !!

!!!

!!! !!

= 1−!

!!

!!! !"# !! !

(3.34)

!

!!! !"# !! !

The moment ratios on the left side of the equations (3.33) and (3.34) can be calculated for
a lognormal distribution function having geometric standard deviation σg and geometric
mean Ng using the following equations (3.35) and (3.36):
!!
!
!

!!! !!

!!

= 𝑁! 𝑒𝑥𝑝

= 𝑁! 𝑒𝑥𝑝

!
!

(𝑙𝑛𝜎! )!
!

2+!

!

(3.35)
!

(𝑙𝑛𝜎! )

!

!!

(3.36)

All of the quantities on the right side of equations (3.33) and (3.34) are known or
measured experimentally except Kvv(0°) which can be estimated by extrapolating the
scattering in the forward direction.
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3.2

TEM image analysis

3.2.1 Primary particle size
Before collecting soot samples, TEM grids are marked on the edge (near the air
stream) and the high speed images captured during sampling allow us to locate the area
of the grid on which soot is collected. The soot zone in counterflow flames, where all
soot growth occurs, is approximately 1 mm thick. Due to the slight curvature of the soot
zone and the lack of information on the exact location of the soot aggregates sampled on
TEM grids, it is not possible to investigate the spatial distribution of soot properties. This
is why the images are recorded by scanning the TEM grid at different areas under TEM
(Tecnai Spirit Twin: FEI). This allows us to investigate several parameters of interest of
the entire counterflow flame at different pressures. For particle size distribution, images
are recorded at magnifications of 30,000x to 42,000x by scanning different areas on the
TEM grid. ImageJ is an open source software that is used for image processing.
Following the procedure given in [74], we calculate the particle size distribution
manually by detecting the circular boundaries of clear particles.
3.2.2 Analysis of fractal properties of aggregates
For aggregate fractal properties, images are taken at a magnification of 6,500x to
11,000x. The procedure for calculating the 3D fractal properties of soot from their 2D
projections is detailed in [11, 35]. The number of primary particles in an aggregate (N)
can be estimated using the following empirical correlation:

𝑁 = 𝑘!

!!
! !
!!!

!

(3.37)
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where Aa is the projected area of an aggregate and 𝑑! is mean diameter of the primary
particle. These parameters are estimated by analyzing the TEM images using ImageJ. ka
and α are empirical constants and their values are 1.15 and 1.09 based on the extensive
morphological analysis in [75]. According to the mass fractal relationship, the number of
primary particles in an aggregate is related to the fractal properties by the following
relationship:
𝑁 = 𝑘! 2𝑅! 𝑑!

!!

(3.38)

Equation (2) can be written in the form of maximum length (l) of an aggregate:
𝑁 = 𝑘! 𝑙 𝑑!

!!

(3.39)

where kL is the projected aggregate prefactor parameter. The fractal dimension is
calculated by defining the slope of the data on the log-log plot of N vs l/𝑑! . The fractal
prefactor is calculated using the following relation:
!!
!!

=

!
!!!

!!

=

!! !!
!!

!! !

(3.40)
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Chapter 4
Two angle light scattering and extinction
4.1

N2-diluted ethylene air flames
The results of light scattering and extinction for ethylene/air flames have been

published in [60]. Soot volume fraction profiles obtained from the extinction
measurements in a counterflow flame are shown in Fig. 4.1 at pressures of 2, 3, 4 and 5
atm. At atmospheric pressure, it was not possible to measure the soot volume fraction
profile due to low soot loading from these highly diluted flames. The error bars shown
combined the uncertainty due to E(m), the detector’s response, the path length and
scattering to absorption ratio (ρsa). Uncertainties in soot volume fraction due to the
uncertainties in these parameters were estimated following the procedure of Moffat [76].
The value of 1 + ρsa was considered to vary from 1 to 1.2 for the uncertainty analysis.
The soot volume fraction profiles are shown as a function of the distance from the peak
soot volume fraction at each pressure. The value of fv increases dramatically with the
pressure as the pressure is raised while keeping the global strain rate constant. The soot
volume fraction profiles are skewed towards the particle stagnation plane and the gradient
is observed to increase as the pressure increases. The soot particles appear on the fuel
side of the flame and the concentration continues to increase as they are convected
towards the particle stagnation plane, where they subsequently leak out. When peak soot
volume fraction (fvpeak) values are fitted to a power law, peak values scale as P3.45. Due to
buoyancy effects, soot produced in the flame moves upward, absorbing some of the laser
light. Due to this artifact, the soot volume fraction values on the oxidizer side of the
flame are not zero.
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a = 30 s-1, Xf = 0.3

Figure 4.1. Soot volume fraction profiles measured along axis in counterflow diffusion
flame at elevated pressures
Scattering coefficients of soot from 2 to 5 atm are presented in Fig. 4.2 (a). A
significant change in the scattering coefficients is observed with pressure because
scattering is proportional to dp6 and is more sensitive to large particles.

Also, the

difference of scattering coefficients at 45° compared to 135° at different pressures varies
due to the change in aggregate size. Error bars are not shown here, as the error due to the
detector is small. Dissymmetry ratios (Rvv) obtained from scattering coefficient at 45° and
135° are shown in Fig 4.2 (b). Values of Rvv greater than 1.05 are considered. Due to
aggregation, Rvv becomes greater than unity near the flame region and increases to its
maximum value near the stagnation plane.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2. Scattering coefficients (a) and dissymmetry ratio (b) of soot measured along
axis in a counterflow diffusion flame at elevated pressures
Figure 4.3 shows profiles of the primary particle diameter, calculated using Eq.
(3.21). To our knowledge, there are no reported measurements of primary particle
diameter in a counterflow flame at these pressures. Error bars, shown only at certain
points in order to enhance visibility, represent the combined uncertainty due to refractive
index, ρsa, and measurement of Kvv(θ) and Kabs. Soot particles appear on the fuel side of
the flame, growing as they move towards the stagnation plane due to the absence of
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oxygen in this geometry. This trend is similar to that seen with fv but is much more
prominent with 𝑑! . For instance, the peak diameter is 12 nm at 2 atm and increases to 52
nm at 5 atm. The increase in diameter can be due to coagulation and/or surface growth
with increasing pressure. If the maximum primary particle diameter is fitted to a power
law, the peak value scales as P1.53.

Figure 4.3. Primary particle diameter of soot measured along axis in a counterflow
diffusion flame at elevated pressures
The scattering intensities are measured at 45o and 135o and the population
averaged radius of gyration is calculated using the dissymmetry ratio. Figure 4.4 shows
the population averaged radius of gyration at different pressures, and it is clear this also
follows a similar trend to both fv and 𝑑! with pressure. Error bars show the uncertainty
contribution due to the assumption of geometric width of the aggregate population
distribution and measurement of the dissymmetry ratio. For the uncertainty analysis, σg
was chosen to vary between 1.7 and 2.5. These profiles are calculated using data points
which have a dissymmetry ratio greater than 1.05, as values below this are unphysical
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and are the result of low signal to noise ratios. The aggregate size increases as the
particles move towards the stagnation plane. A significant increase in the aggregate size
can be observed when the pressure is increased from 2 to 3 atm followed by a gradual
increase up to 5 atm. The peak aggregate of 35 nm at 2 atm has increased to 64 nm at 5
atm. The increase in aggregate size may be due to an increase in primary particle
diameter and/or a higher average number of primary particles in the aggregate. This is
because Rg is directly related to dp*N(1/1.8) through Eq. (3.22).
a = 30 s-1, Xf = 0.3

Figure 4.4. Population averaged radius of gyration of soot measured along axis in a
counterflow diffusion flame at elevated pressures
Figure 4.5a shows the number density of the soot particles which are calculated
from np = 6fv/ (πdp3) and for which the peak is observed near the soot inception zone due
to nucleation processes. The number density then decreases due to coagulation as the
particles from near the inception zone move towards the particle stagnation plane. The
number density of aggregates (Na) shows similar trends (Fig. 4.5b). Na decreases as the
mean aggregate size grows, reaching a minimum where the mean aggregate size is a
maximum. Both number densities of the particles and of the aggregates decrease with
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increasing pressure. The decrease in number densities of primary particles may be due to
more efficient coagulation process with increasing pressure.
(a)

a = 30 s-1, Xf = 0.3

(b)

a = 30 s-1, Xf = 0.3

Figure 4.5. (a) Number density of primary particles (b) Number density of soot
aggregates measured along axis in a counterflow diffusion flame at elevated pressures
The percentage of the carbon from fuel converted into soot along the centerline of
the burner has been used to show the sooting propensity in high pressure flames [46, 56].
The percentage of the carbon content in the fuel converted to soot mass is simply ηs = ṁs /
ṁc , where ṁc is the mass flow rate of the carbon at the nozzle exit and ṁs is the mass
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flow rate of carbon in the form of soot, which can be calculated using the following
relation:
𝑚! = 𝑣! 𝑧 𝜌!

2𝜋𝑟𝑓! (𝑟, 𝑧)𝑑𝑟 (4.1)

ρs = 1.8 g/cm-3 is the density of soot and νz (z) is the axial velocity along the center line
and is computed using the ABF mechanism [77] in Chemkin Pro [78]. Figure 4.6 shows
the axial velocity profiles along the flame axis at different pressures. These velocity
profiles are plotted as a function of the distance from gas stagnation plane (νz = 0).
Flames are located on the oxidizer side of the stagnation plane. The magnitude of the air
velocity decreases initially as the air exiting the nozzle moves towards the flame. Due to
heat release by the flame, the magnitude of the air velocity increases and after reaching a
peak value it starts to decrease until reaching the stagnation plane where it becomes zero.
Fuel

Air

Flame

Figure 4.6. Axial velocity profiles along the flame axis at different pressures
Using velocity profiles and eq. (4.1) the carbon conversion to soot is calculated.
For calculations, the location of zero velocity is shifted to the location of peak scattering
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coefficients which is considered nearest to the particle stagnation plane. As shown in Fig.
4.7, carbon conversion to soot at a fixed axial location increases as the pressure increases.
Also, at each pressure, ηs starts to increase as the soot particles move towards the
stagnation plane from the near flame region. ηs reaches a maximum value and then again
decreases till the soot particles are either convected away at the stagnation plane or
oxidized. The magnitude of computed local axial velocities on the fuel side of the near
flame region is higher where fv begins to increase, however, velocity continues to
decrease to zero at the stagnation plane and fv increases. Due to these competing
processes, the carbon conversion to soot commences to decrease after reaching its
maximum value due to a reduction in local axial velocities. Peak ηs scales with pressure
to a power of 2.67 when fitted to a power law. Thomson et al. [46] reported that the peak
carbon conversion scaled linearly with pressure for methane-air coflow diffusion flame
for pressures between 0.5 to 2.0 MPa. In another study, Joo [79] showed that peak
conversion of carbon to soot followed a power law where the pressure exponent is 1.36
for pressures 10 to 30 atm in an ethylene-air diffusion flame. The value of the pressure
exponent found in this study is higher when compared with the literature [46, 79] in
which fuel mass flow rate was kept constant over all pressure ranges. However, in the
present study, the fuel mass flow rate is increased to maintain a constant global strain rate
at all pressures.
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Figure 4.7. Percentage of carbon in the fuel converted to soot along the axis in a
counterflow diffusion flame at elevated pressures
4.1.1 Effects of fuel mole fraction and global strain rates on fv and 𝒅𝒑
Figure 4.8 compares the soot volume fraction and particle diameter profiles at
different fuel mole fractions measured along the flame axis at different pressures.
Reducing the fuel mole fraction (by 17% ) from Xf = 0.3 to Xf = 0.25 resulted in a
decrease in the soot volume fraction where the fv,peak at 3 atm reduces by 53 % and at 5
atm fv,peak reduces by 47%. Figure 4.8 (b) compares the profiles of primary particle
diameter measured at different fuel mole fractions from 3 to 5 atm. The profiles show that
the soot zone thickness reduces by decreasing the fuel mole fractions. 𝑑! also reduces at
each pressure as the fuel mole fraction decreases. At 3 atm 𝑑! .peak is reduced by 28% by
changing the fuel mole fraction while the 𝑑! ,peak is reduced by 10 % at 5 atm. Reducing
the fuel mole fraction results in a significant decrease in soot volume fraction at all
pressures, and flame at 2 atm does not have the measureable soot loading.
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a = 30 s-1
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Figure 4.8. Soot volume fraction (a) and primary particle diameter (b) profiles at different
fuel mole fractions and pressures
The soot volume fraction and spherule diameter profiles measured at different strain rates
are compared from 2 to 5 atm in Fig. 4.9. An increase in strain rate (by 33%) results in a
decrease in soot concentration at each pressure, where peak soot concentration at 5 atm is
decreased by 31% while at 2 atm it is reduced by 26% for the same increase in strain rate.
Peak particle size at 2 atm decreases by 22% and the change in 𝑑! ,peak reduces to 14% at 3
atm whereas at 4 and 5 atm 𝑑! ,peak variation lies within the experimental uncertainties.
Xf = 0.3

(a)

Xf = 0.3

(b)

Figure 4.9. Soot volume fraction (a) and primary particle diameter (b) profiles at different
strain rates and pressures
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Peak soot volume fractions versus pressure are plotted on the log-log scale in Fig.
4.10. Pressure exponents for different strain rates and fuel mole fractions are also shown.
Increases in strain rate result in a decrease in pressure scaling whereas the peak soot
volume fraction is more sensitive to low fuel mole fractions.

Figure 4.10. Peak soot volume fractions versus pressure at different strain rates and fuel
mole fractions
4.1.2 Conclusions
A new experimental apparatus is presented which is specifically built to study
soot morphology at elevated pressures using multi-angle light scattering. A highly
diluted, relatively low (and constant) strain rate sooting counterflow diffusion flame is
stabilized inside the pressure vessel, at pressures up to 5 atm. The following trends were
observed in these ethylene/nitrogen vs air flames:
1.

Peak integrated soot volume fraction and integrated soot volume
fraction increase with pressure.

2.

Surface growth and increased coagulation at elevated pressures result
in an increase in the primary particle diameter.
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3.

Mean aggregate size increases with pressure due to increasing spherule
diameter and aggregate number density decreases with pressure.

4.

Increase in global strain rate and a decrease in fuel mole fraction result
in a decrease in soot volume fraction.

Such data are very helpful in improving the existing models for prediction of soot
formation under high pressure conditions. Some of the uncertainties, such as those
related to assumed morphological properties and experimental uncertainties
related to one-dimensionality of the flame, have not been considered in the
uncertainty analyses. Accounting for those will enlarge the uncertainty bars on the
result however, the trends will remain same.
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4.2.1 Two angle light scattering and extinction in ethane air flames
The results of light scattering and extinction for ethane/air flames have been
published in [80]. Soot volume fraction profiles measured in the axial direction along the
centerline of the counterflow flame are shown in Fig. 4.11. Error bars show the
uncertainty contribution due to detector response, absorption length, ρsa and refractive
index function, E (m). An uncertainty of 10% is present in the measurements of
absorption length which increase close to the stagnation plane. A pure ethane/air flame is
a soot formation flame and the sooting zones are located on the oxidizer side of the
stagnation plane. Soot is produced on the fuel side of the flame and the soot volume
fraction increases as soot particles move towards the stagnation plane where they leak
out. The soot volume fraction significantly increases with pressure. The maximum values
of soot volume fractions, calculated from extinction data, from 2 to 5 atm are 0.294,
1.287, 3.827 and 7.891 ppm respectively. If the peak soot volume fractions are fitted to a
power law, they scale with pressure as P3.62.

Figure 4.11. Soot volume fraction profiles along flame axis at different pressures
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Axial profiles of scattering coefficients measured at 45° and 135° along the
centerline of the flame are shown in Fig. 4.12 (a). Scattering coefficients at both angles
start to increase near the flame and in this region scattering coefficients are almost equal,
showing Rayleigh scattering behavior of small un-aggregated particles. As the particles
are transported towards the stagnation plane, the values of scattering coefficients at 45°
become higher than scattering coefficients at 135° due to aggregation processes
producing aggregates. The dissymmetry ratios (Rvv) calculated from the scattering
coefficients are shown in Fig. 4.12 (b). Rvv increases as the soot particles move from the
near flame region to the stagnation plane and also increases with pressure. An increase in
the dissymmetry ratio indicates an increase in the population averaged radius of gyration.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12. Measured scattering coefficients (a) and calculated dissymmetry ratio (b)
along flame axis in a counterflow flame at elevated pressures
Figure 4.13 shows the variation of the mean primary particle diameter measured
along the centerline of the counterflow flame at various pressures. Major sources of
uncertainties are the absorption coefficient, E(m), F(m) and the scattering coefficient.
The uncertainty contribution of Kabs increases near the stagnation plane due to a large
uncertainty contribution of absorption length. Soot particles begin to form near the fuel
side of the flame and grow as they move along the flow field towards the stagnation
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plane. No oxidation is present in this soot formation flame, therefore, particle diameters
reach their maximum values near the stagnation plane where they are convected away.
The mean particle diameter also increases with pressure; a peak diameter of 10 nm at 2
atm increases to around 35 nm at 5 atm. From 4 atm to 5 atm 𝑑! remains almost
unchanged.

Figure 4.13. Profiles of soot particle diameter along flame axis in a counterflow flame at
elevated pressures
Number densities of primary particles as a function of the distance from minimum
value are shown in Fig. 4.14. At each pressure, particle number densities are high near
the soot inception zone due to the nucleation process and they begin to decrease while
moving away from this zone towards the stagnation plane. The particle number densities
decrease rapidly in the direction of particle transport but the particle size, as shown in
Fig. 4.13, increases as the particles are convected towards the stagnation plane. This
behaviour shows that the number densities decrease in the direction of particle transport
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due to coalescence. At each axial location along the centerline of the flame, the number
densities of the primary particles decrease due to increased coalescence with pressure.

Figure 4.14. Profiles of number densities of soot particles along flame axis
Figure 4.15 shows the profiles of the population averaged radii of gyration of
aggregates calculated from the dissymmetry ratio. A value of σg = 2.1 is assumed for
calculating the radius of gyration from the dissymmetry ratio. The value of σg is assumed
to vary from 1.9 to 2.3 for the uncertainty analysis. Values of Rvv greater than 1.05 are
chosen for calculating the mean aggregate size in order to reduce experimental
uncertainties. At 2 atm, there are insufficient values of Rvv greater than 1.05 and hence the
mean aggregate profiles are not shown at that pressure. Mean aggregate size shows a
similar trend to that of primary particle diameter, increasing as the soot particles move
towards the stagnation plane. The increase in Rg can be identified by two factors: particle
diameter and an average number of particles in an aggregate; as mean aggregate size is
proportional to N1/1.8dp as stated in eq. (3.22). At each pressure, the increase in Rg along
the centerline is due to the increase in 𝑑! which might have accompanied an increase in
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N. Rg also increases with pressure and the peak aggregate size of approximately 54 nm at
3 atm is increased to 78 nm at 5 atm.

Figure 4.15. Mean radius of gyration of soot aggregates along axis in a counterflow flame
at elevated pressure
4.2.2 Conclusion
Effects of pressure on soot parameters are studied in an ethane/air counterflow
diffusion flame. Ethane has less sooting tendencies than ethylene. From the light
scattering and extinction measurements mean particle diameter, soot volume fraction,
aggregate size and particle number densities are calculated, using RDG theory for fractal
aggregates.
Integrated soot volume fraction increases with pressure and peak soot volume
fraction scales with pressure according to a power law, where the exponent of pressure is
3.62. Increase in pressure results in an increase in coalescence due to which mean
primary particle diameter increases while the number densities of primary particles
decrease at each axial location as the pressure increases from 2 to 5 atm. 𝑑! increases
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with pressure up to 4 atm and a change from 4 to 5 atm 𝑑! does not occur significantly.
Mean aggregate size also increases with pressure due to increase in particle size with
pressure. The present investigation focuses on a non-premixed sooting flame at elevated
pressures which is relevant to practical combustion systems.
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Chapter 5
Multi-angle light scattering
5.1 Soot scattering intensities at 90°
Figure 5.1 shows the scattering intensities by soot particles measured along the
axis of the flame at different pressures. The scattering signal is measured at 90° and this
increases as the particles move from the near flame region towards the stagnation plane.
Scattering intensities reach a maximum value and then decrease sharply as the particles
are convected away radially at the stagnation plane. Due to the curvature effects of the
flame, the location of the peak scattering intensity appears to shift away from the fuel
nozzle as the pressure is increased from 3 to 5 atm. At 1 and 2 atm, it is not possible to
accurately perform multi-angle light scattering due to low soot loading. In the following
discussion, results obtained from multi-angle light scattering measurements will be
presented as a function of the distance from peak scattering intensity at each pressure.
Fuel
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Stagna/on plane
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Distance from fuel nozzle [mm]
Figure 5.1. Scattering intensities of soot particles measured at an angle of 90 degrees at
different pressures
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5.2 Muti-angle light scattering measurements
For calculating the total scattering coefficient, scattering is measured at several
angles between 15° to 165°, while Kvv (θ) values in forward and backward directions are
not possible to measure due to physical constraints of the experimental setup. Kvv (θ)
values in forward and backward directions are calculated by extrapolating the known
scattering behavior of soot. Plots on the left side (a to c) of Fig. 5.2, shows the semi-log
plots of the ratio of scattering to absorption coefficients versus the scattering angle at
various locations from the peak scattering signal at each pressure. The ratio of scattering
to absorption coefficients increases as the particles move towards the peak scattering
location at each pressure due to changes in soot parameters. Such an increase in
scattering to absorption ratio at large angles is due to the increase in primary particle
diameter. Plots on the right side (d to f) of Fig. 5.2, show the log-log plots of the ratio of
scattering to absorption coefficients versus the sine of half of the scattering angle at
various locations from the peak scattering signal at each pressure. The slope of the line at
angles corresponding to the Power-law regime gives the fractal dimension of soot
aggregates. However, at locations where aggregates are not large, insufficient angles are
available in the power-law regime. Moreover, at large angles, the signal to noise ratio
was low during the calibration process. Hence, using the slope of the line, in Fig. 5.2 (d)
to 5.2 (f), to measure fractal dimension of soot can lead to large uncertainties. For this
reason Df = 1.8 was used for investigating the soot parameters from multi angle light
scattering data.
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P = 3 atm

P = 3 atm

(d)

(a)

P = 4 atm

P = 4 atm

(e)

(b)

P = 5 atm

P = 5 atm

(c)

(f)

Figure 5.2. Ratio of scattering to absorption coefficients versus the scattering angle (left)
and the ratio of scattering to absorption coefficients versus the sine of half of the
scattering angle (right) at different pressures along the flame axis. Dotted lines show the
extrapolation of scattering at small and large angles
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5.3 Soot parameters from multi-angle light scattering
The values of ρsa are obtained at several heights along the axis of the burner from
3 to 5 atm as shown in Fig. 5.3. The values of ρsa increase at each pressure along the
burner axis as the soot particles move towards the stagnation plane (i.e. peak scattering
signal location) from the near flame region and ρsa also increases with pressure. These
variations can be due to change in primary particle diameter and/or aggregate
morphology.
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Figure 5.3. Scattering to absorption ratio along the axis of counterflow flame at elevated
pressures
The data of ρsa obtained from multi-angle light scattering shows the assumed
value for scattering to absorption ratio in the case of two angle light scattering
measurements was reasonable. ρsa values are very sensitive to particle diameter. For
aggregates having the following morphological parameters Ng = 20, σg = 2.1, Df = 1.8, kf
= 2.0 and 𝑑! =25 nm, the value of ρsa for a wavelength of 514 nm is estimated to be
0.0847, following the procedure detailed in [70, 81]. This value increases to 0.331 if the
primary particle is doubled. However, ρsa is less sensitive to aggregate size distribution
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parameters and doubling σg or Ng increases ρsa to 0.157 or 0.117, respectively. Therefore,
the scattering to absorption ratio is important when light scattering and extinction is used
for the measurement of soot particle size and concentration
Path averaged soot volume fraction profiles obtained from light extinction are
shown in Fig. 5.4. The flames investigated are SF flames in which the soot particles are
produced near the flame and their concentration increases at each pressure as they move
towards the fuel nozzle. Soot volume fraction also increases significantly with pressure.
The increase in the soot volume fraction can be due to pressure and increase in fuel mass
flux that was increased with pressure to keep the ‘a’ constant at each pressure.
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Figure 5.4. Soot volume fraction profiles along axis of counterflow flame at elevated
pressure
Primary particle diameter profiles are obtained by measuring the scattering to
absorption ratio. For calculating the primary particle diameter, a scattering coefficient at
145° is assumed in the power-law regime. Figure 5.5 shows the size of primary particle
increases with pressure and at each pressure, particles grow as they move closer to the
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peak scattering signal location. The increase in particle size can be due to coagulation or
surface growth, or both, with increasing pressure.
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Figure 5.5. Primary particle sizes along axis of a counterflow flame at elevated pressures
For the calculation of aggregate size distribution parameters, scattering at 30° and
150° is assumed in Guinier and Power-law regimes. Scattering at 0° is also used by
extrapolating the scattering curves, which will add uncertainty to our measurements
depending on the aggregate size. The geometric mean 𝑁! and mean 𝑁 of the number
of primary particles in an aggregate along the flame axis are calculated and their plots at
different pressures are shown in Fig. 5.6. The overall trend shows that as the pressure is
increased, the number of primary particles in an aggregate decrease showing that
coagulation becomes effective with pressure. The geometric width of the aggregate size
distribution does not show a particular trend with pressure and its value varies between
2.3 to 2.8 which is physically reasonable. However, these variations are within the
experimental uncertainties and dependence of σg on pressure is not obvious.
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Figure 5.6. Geometric width (a) of aggregate size distribution and mean number of
primary particles in an aggregate (b) along axis of a counterflow flame at elevated
pressures
In Fig. 5.7, the lognormal probability density function Pdf (n) for the number of
primary particles in an aggregate is shown at two different locations along the axis of a
counterflow flame. At each location, the most probable number of primary particles in an
aggregate decreases with pressure. However, for the locations considered here, the Pdf
(N) does not seem to change with a location at different pressures.
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Figure 5. 7. Pdf (N) for the number of primary particles in an aggregate at 0.35 mm and
0.25 mm away from peak scattering signal at each pressure
5.4

Conclusions
Multi-angle light scattering is performed in nitrogen-diluted ethylene/air

counterflow flames from 3 to 5 atm. The scattering to absorption ratio is measured
without having prior knowledge of the morphology of soot particles. The scattering to
absorption ratio increases with pressure, which is explained by an increase in primary
particle diameter. The integrated soot volume fraction increases significantly with
pressure and the increase in soot volume fraction may be because of pressure and an
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increase in the mass flux of fuel. The pdf (N) for the number of primary particles in an
aggregate is also calculated. The geometric mean of the number of primary particles in an
aggregate decreases with pressure and a decrease is also observed as the particles move
towards the peak scattering location from the near flame region.
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Chapter 6
Thermophoretic sampling and TEM analysis
6.1 Particle size distribution
TEM images of aggregates at different pressures are shown in Fig. 6.1. As
pressure increases, particles become more opaque with more distinguishable boundaries.
Non-spherical particles also appear to form due to coalescence processes which are more
prominent at 10 atm with clear boundaries.
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Figure 6.1. TEM images of soot aggregates at a magnification of 30000 to 42000. Scale
bar length is 100 nm
Primary particle size distributions are obtained by measuring at least 430 primary
particles, at each pressure. A total number of primary particles counted at each pressure
and primary particle size distributions with fitted lognormal distribution at different
pressures are shown in Fig. 6.2. Pressurized flames show an increase in mean particle
diameter (𝑑! ) with no obvious trends due to change in fuel mole fraction at 5 atm. The
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mean primary particle diameter of 17.5 nm at 3 atm increases to 47.1 nm at 10 atm. 𝑑!
scales with pressure to a power of 0.82, when fitted to a power law. The geometric width
(σp,g) of particle size distribution is small and the primary particles are almost monodispersed. Several sources of uncertainties in these measurements exist due to
disturbances of the flow field during the sampling process and also from image analysis
uncertainties while calculating particle sizes. Although our sampling process minimizes
flame disturbances, quantifying this uncertainty is not possible. The degree of uncertainty
of the image analysis is estimated to be less than 10% (95% confidence interval).
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Figure 6.2. Primary particle size distribution in pressurized flames
In a recent study by Joo et al. [82], the pressure dependence of primary particle
size in ethylene air coflow flames is reported up to 20 atm. They found that the mean
primary particle size increased up to 15 atm and at 20 atm the diameter reached a plateau
or started to decrease. In their study, measurements were averaged over the cross-section
of the flame, at each sampling height above the burner.
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6.2 Aggregate Fractal properties
TEM images of aggregates at different pressures are shown in Fig. 6.3. The
images clearly demonstrate that soot aggregates in each flame are polydisperse, with a
wide distribution, whereas primary particles at each pressure are almost monodisperse
with a small geometric width (σp,g) as reported in Fig. 6.2. TEM images also show the
presence of single particles, which are less opaque and aggregates with several spherules
are also present. Aggregates with fewer than three primary particles are not considered in
the analysis as they do not follow the mass fractal relationship [83]. At each pressure, 600
to 1400 aggregates are analyzed in order to calculate their fractal properties. For
calculating aggregate parameters images were smoothed using a median filter in ImageJ.
By selecting the intensity threshold images were converted to binary form and area and
maximum length of aggregates were calculated. Figure 6.4 shows the images after each
step performed for image analysis.
Although experimental uncertainties exist due to the consideration of a sample of
finite size, thermophoresis dependency on soot parameters and analysis of 2D images for
inferring information on the 3D structure of soot, this technique has been successfully
used for investigating the fractal properties of soot [34, 35, 74].
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Figure 6.3. TEM Images of soot aggregates at a magnification of 6500 to 11000. Scale
bar length is 500 nm
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Figure 6.4. Image processing for calculating aggregate length and area of aggregates
TEM images for fractal properties of soot aggregates are analyzed using the
method described in section 3.2.2. The number of primary particles in an aggregate are
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calculated using Eq. (3.37). Aggregate size distribution parameters for an entire flame, at
each pressure, are calculated by fitting a lognormal distribution to the number of
monomers per aggregate. These parameters are reported in table 6.1 while the lognormal
fits to the data at each pressure are shown in Fig. 6.5. σg is the geometric width and Ng is
the geometric mean of the aggregate size distribution. Neither parameter appear to follow
a particular trend with pressure, however, the lognormal distribution fits well to the data
obtained from TEM images.
Table 6.1
Aggregate size distribution parameters
Xf = 0.3
P [atm]

3

5

Xf = 0.2
6

5

7

10

Ng

10.2 12.8 15.9 12.4 13.6 12.09

σN,g

2.28

2.5

2.56 2.53

2.7

2.52
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P = 3 atm, Xf = 0.3
σg = 2.28
Ng = 10.2

P = 5 atm, Xf = 0.2
σg = 2.53
Ng = 12.42
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σg = 2.5
Ng = 12.8

P = 7 atm, Xf = 0.2
σg = 2.7
Ng = 13.6

P = 6 atm, Xf = 0.3
σg = 2.56
Ng = 15.9

P = 10 atm, Xf = 0.2
σg = 2.52
Ng = 12.09

Figure 6.5. Aggregate size distribution plots in pressurized counterflow flames
Figure 6.6 shows the scatter plot of the number of primary particles in an
aggregate vs. non-dimensional maximum aggregate size. A linear fit to the log-log plot of
l/𝑑! vs N is performed using the MATLAB routine available at [84] which follows the
method of [85]. The slope and intercept of linear regression provide information about Df
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and kL and Eq. (3.40) is used to calculate the fractal prefactor of aggregates. From these
measurements, the values of Df and kf of soot do not seem to change with pressure.

Df = 1.66, kf = 1.77
P = 3 atm
Xf = 0.3

Df = 1.65, kf = 1.75
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Df = 1.67, kf = 1.8
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Df = 1.61, kf = 1.86
P = 10 atm
Xf = 0.2

Figure 6.6. Log-log plot of N vs l/𝒅𝒑 for aggregates in pressurized counterflow flames
Fractal properties of soot have been reported to be independent of fuel type and
flame conditions at atmospheric pressure [75]. Values of the fractal dimension of soot in
the current study range from 1.61 to 1.67 at different pressures with an uncertainty of
0.05 (95% confidence) for the mean value. A thorough search of the literature revealed
the only information about fractal properties of soot in pressurized counterflow flames
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was reported in the doctoral thesis of Sarnacki [86], where the measured fractal
dimension and fractal prefactor are 1.41 and 2.9, respectively at 8.45 atm. This lower
fractal dimension and high fractal prefactor of soot may be due to an insufficient number
of aggregates analyzed. The fractal prefactor for atmospheric flames is reported to be in
the range of 1.9 to 2.8 [34, 35, 74], independently of the flame location. kf values for this
study vary from 1.68 to 1.86 with the experimental uncertainty of 0.16 (95% confidence)
and unaffected by a change in pressure. These measurements have shown very good
reproducibility when analyzing different samples under the same operating conditions.
Result details of two different samples at 5 atm are provided in Fig. 6.7.
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Figure 6.7. Log-log plot of N vs l/𝒅𝒑 for aggregates analyzed from different samples at
same operating conditions
More than 4700 soot aggregates obtained from different pressurized flames are
plotted in Fig. 6.8. Aggregates with more than 150 monomers exist in all flames except at
10 atm where the maximum number of primary particles in an aggregate is less than 120.
Sarnacki [86] reported that at 8.45 atm no aggregates with more than 60 primary particles
in an aggregate were observed. This difference may be due to much smaller residence
time in his study.
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Figure 6.8. Log-log plot of N vs l/𝒅𝒑 for more than 4700 aggregates analyzed from
counterflow flames at different pressures
The linear fit to log-log plot of l/𝑑! and N for more than 4700 aggregates yield a
fractal dimension of 1.66 and a fractal prefactor of 1.76 for soot aggregates in
counterflow flames.
Such data of particle size distribution and morphological parameters of aggregates
can be extremely helpful for particle sizing and concentration measurements using nonintrusive diagnostics in counterflow diffusion flames at elevated pressures. Figure 6.9
shows the estimated scattering to absorption ratio at different wavelengths for flames
investigated using thermophoretic sampling.
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Figure 6.9. Estimated scattering to absorption ratio at different wavelengths for soot
parameters investigated using TS-TEM analysis
Morphological parameters of soot aggregates do not show significant variation
with pressure. However, mean particle size increases with pressure.

The ρsa value

particularly increases because of the increase of mean primary particle diameter.
6.3

Conclusions
In this study, we perform thermophoretic sampling in N2-diluted ethylene air

counterflow diffusion flames up to 10 atm to investigate the effects of pressure on
primary particle size distribution and fractal properties of soot aggregates. To avoid the
overlap of soot aggregates on TEM grids, we reduce the soot loading over the range of
pressure investigated by varying the fuel mole fractions.
Due to the narrowness of the soot zone in these moderately strained counterflow
diffusion flames, it is very difficult to resolve the soot field spatially. The entire soot zone
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is sampled on the TEM grid, and our sampling procedure causes very little disruption to
the flame. From these measurements, we obtain the following results:
•

Primary particle diameter increases with pressure and a mean particle diameter of
17.5 nm at 3 atm increases to 47 nm at 10 atm. At each pressure, the primary
particles are nearly monodisperse. Primary particles with a non-circular 2D
projection are also present, which might result from coalescence of small soot
particles.

•

Observation of TEM images shows that, unlike primary particles, soot aggregates
are poly-disperse. We also observe the presence of single particles and aggregates
consisting of up to hundreds of primary particles.

The geometric mean of

aggregate size distribution varies from 10.2 to 15.9, with no specific dependence
on pressure.
•

The fractal dimension of the soot aggregates appears independent of pressure,
with its value changing from 1.61 to 1.67. The fractal prefactor also shows no
significant variation at different pressures; its value ranging from 1.68 to 1.86 for
the flames investigated here.

Quantitative morphology measurements of soot at elevated pressure are essential for
soot modeling and soot particle size measurements using laser diagnostics, allowing
accurate calculation of the scattering to absorption ratio. The effects of pressure on soot
morphology over a wide range of strain rates and fuel mole fractions should be
investigated in future studies.
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Chapter 7
Soot volume fraction profiles using 2D LOSA and LII
7.1

2D-LOSA
For 2D LOSA the transmission is measured using the following relation

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐿𝑎𝑚𝑝 − 𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑒
𝐼
=
𝐿𝑎𝑚𝑝 − 𝐷𝑎𝑟𝑘
𝐼!

Where the ‘FlameLamp’ is the signal when both flame and lamp are on. The
‘Flame’ represents the signal when only the flame is on and the lamp is turned off;
‘Lamp, is the signal when no flame is on and ‘Dark’ is the signal when neither flame nor
the lamp is on. From the transmitted signal, the integrated extinction coefficient can be
found using equation (3.6) and subsequently Abel Inversion is performed to find the local
values of soot volume fraction profiles. Dasch [87] has described several methods for
Abel inversion and Tikonov Regularized Onion Peeling has been widely used [88-90].
The detail of the Abel Inversion used here is given in [91].
Thomson et al [92], demonstrated 2D diffused light LOSA for soot volume
fraction measurement in pressurized co-flow flames. For this study, 2D-diffused light
LOSA setup was first used with the pressure vessel built for multi-angle light scattering.
Before proceeding with measurements at elevated pressures, the results of the soot
volume fraction reported by Joo et al. [93] were reproduced at atmospheric pressure. The
global strain rate was 50 s-1 and the fuel mole fraction (Xf) was 1.0, whereas the oxidizer
mole fraction (Xo) was changed. Figure 7.1 shows that the soot volume fraction profiles
measured by 2D LOSA demonstrate overall good agreement with measurements reported
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by Joo et al. [93], in both conditions. To assess the one-dimensionality of the flame,
radial profiles of soot volume fractions at the different axial locations are also shown in
Fig. 7.2. ‘z’ represents the distance from the peak soot volume fraction along the flame
axis. Radial profiles show the soot formation region where the soot volume fraction
increases as ‘z’ decreases i.e. from the stagnation plane to the near flame region.

Figure 7.1. Soot volume fraction profiles along the flame axis at 1 atm
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Figure 7.2. Soot volume fraction profiles along the radial direction at different axial
locations at 1 atm
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Measurements at elevated pressures were performed using ethylene and air. A
global strain rate of 30s-1 was maintained and pure ethylene and air were used. Figures
7.3 and 7.4 show the axial and radial soot volume fraction profiles measured from two to
four atm. At 1 atm, soot loading was not high enough to have a measurable soot volume
fraction. At 5 atm the flame was highly sooting and all the light was absorbed by soot
particles.
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Figure 7.3. Soot volume fraction profiles along flame axis at elevated pressures
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Figure 7.4. Soot volume fraction profiles along the radial direction at different axial
locations at elevated pressures
fv,peak at 2 atm is 3.25 ppm which increases dramatically to 11.3 ppm at 3 atm.
Increasing the pressure from 3 to 4 atm increases the peak soot volume fraction to 17.5
ppm. Radial profiles show constant fv, which drops to zero at a varying radial distance at
each axial height. The radial distance at which fv drops to zero reduces due to the
curvature of the flame as ‘z’ decreases.
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Figure 7.5. Soot volume fraction profiles along flames axis at elevated pressures and at
different fuel mole fractions
Soot volume fraction profiles of N2-diluted ethylene air flames are shown in Fig.
7.5. The thickness of the soot zone decreases as the fuel mole fraction is decreased. For
an ethylene fuel mole fraction of 0.5, fv,peak increases 89% by increasing the pressure from
3 to 4 atm, while the increase in fv,peak is 30 % as the pressure is increased from 4 to 5
atm. Similarly, for flames with Xf = 0.35, the increase in fv is 124 % and 69 % while
increasing the pressure from 3 to 4 and then from 4 to 5 atm, respectively. Radial soot
volume fraction profiles of nitrogen diluted ethylene flames are shown in Fig. 7.6 and
7.7.
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Figure 7.6. Soot volume fraction profiles along the radial direction at different axial
locations at elevated pressures
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Figure 7.7. Soot volume fraction profiles along the radial direction at different axial
locations at elevated pressures
At each pressure, decreasing the Xf shows that the soot volume fraction in the
radial direction does not stay constant which increases experimental uncertainties in path
averaged soot volume fraction measurements. The above results show that soot zone
thickness increases by increasing Xf and also causes less variation of soot volume fraction
in the radial direction, hence reducing experimental uncertainties. Moreover, fv is more
sensitive to pressure at low fuel mole fractions and at each pressure the fv becomes less
sensitive to increases in fuel mole fractions (Fig. 7.8). Increasing Xf from 0.25 to 0.5
sharply increases soot concentration, whereas fv shows relatively less sensitivity to
change in fuel mole fraction after Xf = 0.5.
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Figure 7.8. Soot volume fraction profiles along flame axis at different pressures showing
the effect of fuel mole fractions
These flames are investigated at a constant strain rate. Inlet mass flux is increased
with pressure to keep the global strain rate constant, which increases both the flame
length and absorption of light. Moreover, investigating flames with increased fuel mole
fraction increases soot loading which leads to optically thick flames for diffused light and
continuous laser light sources, over a relatively small pressure range.
7.1.1 Soot volume fraction measurements above 5 atm
The counterflow burner was moved in the pressure vessel described in [66] and
the same 2D diffused LOSA setup was used to measure soot volume fraction. Diffused
light extinction (DLE) setup not only provided fv values from 3 to 7 atm for N2-diluted
ethylene air flames, but the attenuation by soot was also measured for all conditions at
which LII was performed; this data was used to correct the LII signal trapping from the
laser sheet to the camera. For DLE measurements, the ethylene mole fraction was kept
constant at Xf = 0.3 and a = 30 s-1 was maintained at all pressures.
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For LII, the ethylene mole fraction is varied to study the effects of pressure on
soot volume fractions. The mole fraction of ethylene is maintained at 0.3 and the flames
are studied from 3 to 7 atm. At this fuel mole fraction, soot loading is very low (below 3
atm) whereas above 7 atm, high soot concentration causes attenuation of the LOSA
signal, which is used to correct the LII signal trapping. At Xf = 0.2, the soot loading is
low: at 1 and 2 atm to allow soot volume fraction measurements. Soot volume fraction
profiles are measured using LII from 3 to 10 atm by maintaining ethylene mole fraction
of 0.2.
Figure 7.9 shows the axial profiles of local soot volume fractions as a function of
the distance from the peak soot volume fraction. A significant increase in soot
concentration is observed as the pressure is raised from 3 to 7 atm. As the pressure is
increased, the flame is not very axisymmetric and finding the local soot volume fractions
using Abel inversion increases uncertainties, which is apparent in a soot volume fraction
profile at 7 atm where the uncertainties shift the peak value on the right.
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a = 30 s-1
Xf = 0.3

Figure 7.9. Soot volume fraction profiles along axis of a flame counterflow flame from 2
atm to 7 atm
7.2

Laser induced incandescence
In order to perform LII for soot volume fraction measurements, the LII signal

should be independent of the laser fluence. Figure 7.10 shows the LII signal at different
laser fluences for the flames at 3 and 7 atm having different soot loadings. The LII signal
increases as the laser fluence is increased, and above 350 mJ/cm2 the LII signal does not
change. This shows the laser fluence above 350 mJ/cm2 is in the plateau region, where
the LII signal is independent of the fluence, which is a necessary condition to isolate the
effects of laser fluence on the LII signal. Moreover, the LII signal does not change above
350 mJ/cm2 along the entire axis of the flame showing the soot particle heating has
reached a steady state in all locations. Considering these investigations, the laser fluence
is kept at 450 mJ/cm2 in all the conditions of pressures and fuel mole fractions for LII
measurements. To take into account the effects of the shoot to shoot variations of laser
energy on LII signal, 50 frames are acquired and averaged for each flame. Images of
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flames are also acquired with bandpass filter mounted on the camera and are subtracted
from the LII signal images to remove background noise and flame luminosity.

Figure 7.10. LII signal at different laser fluences at 3 atm (a) and 7 atm (b)

LII signals measured in flames at different pressures require calibration to convert
them into quantitative results of soot concentration. The peak LII signal at 3 atm is
divided by the soot volume fraction obtained from 2D-LOSA, at the corresponding
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location. Calibration is performed only at one axial location of the flame at 3 atm, in
order to compare the LII and 2D-LOSA results at different axial locations and different
pressures. LII signal trapping between the laser sheet and the camera will change with the
soot loading and this would not be accounted for in the calibration process for all soot
loadings, which must be corrected. LII signal trapping is taken into account using the
attenuated data of 2D LOSA measurements. From the DLE data, transmission (τ) is
measured along the length of the flame (L). To apply the correction, the LII signal is
divided by the transmission across half of the flame length i.e. τcorrection = exp((ln(τ))/2).
Soot volume fraction profiles measured along the axis of the flame at a fuel mole fraction
of 0.3 and at different pressures are shown in Fig. 7.11, before correcting the LII signal.
Soot volume fraction profiles show that the soot concentration increases as the pressure is
increased for all pressures. The LII signal is corrected and fv profiles at different fuel
mole fractions (Xf = 0.3, 0.25, 0.2) and different pressures are shown in Fig. 7.12.
Increasing the pressure results in an increase in soot volume fractions at all fuel mole
fractions. Axial profiles of soot volume fraction measured using LE (3 to 5 atm), LII and
2D-LOSA are compared in Fig 7.13. Overall, good agreement is seen at fv,peak between
profiles measured using different diagnostics, although calibration is performed only at 3
atm. The soot volume fraction values measured by LII are slightly less than the ones
inferred from 2D-LOSA at locations away from fv,peak.
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No correction for LII signal
a = 30 s-1, Xf = 0.3

Figure 7.11. Soot volume fraction profiles measured along flame axis using LII and no
correction is applied for LII signal attenuation
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Corrected LII signal
a = 30 s-1
Xf = 0.3

a = 30 s-1
Xf = 0.25

a = 30 s-1
Xf = 0.2

Figure 7.12 Soot volume fraction profiles at different fuel mole fractions and at different
pressures along flame axis using LII
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a = 30 s-1
Xf = 0.3

Figure 7.13. Soot volume fraction profiles measured using LE (dashed), 2D diffused light
LOSA (dotted) and LII (continuous) along flame axis at elevated pressures
Figure 7.14 shows the peak soot volume fraction vs pressures for different fuel
mole fractions. The corresponding scaling of the soot volume fraction with pressure is
also mentioned. It can be seen that the pressure sensitivity is high at low fuel mole
fractions. Furthermore, these scalings are high compared to what has been reported in
coflow flames. For example, McCrain et al. [45] reported fv, peak scales with pressure as
P1.7 for ethylene, whereas Steinmetz et al. [48] reported the peak soot volume fraction
scaling with pressure as P2.2. In coflow flames inlet mass flux is kept constant while in the
investigations made in this study a constant global strain is maintained with pressure by
adjusting the inlet mass flux.
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Figure 7.14. Peak soot volume fractions measured using LII at different fuel mole
fractions and different pressures
7.3

Planar laser induced fluorescence
The normalized PAH-PLIF signal measured at different wavelengths is shown in

Fig. 7.15 The normalized LII signal is also shown. PAHs with different sizes can be
distinguished by detecting their fluorescence signal at different wavelengths. The
fluorescence signal of PAHs shifts towards large wavelengths as their detection
wavelength increases [94, 95] and the fluorescence emissions do not differ when excited
in the wavelength range of 265-297 nm [96]. PAH fluorescence in the UV range
corresponds to 2 to 3 aromatic rings whereas the fluorescence signal at 400 nm is known
to originate from 4 aromatic rings [97], while the PLIF emissions in the visible range
correspond to the higher number of PAH rings. The PLIF signal is detected at different
wavelengths to find the spatial location of different benzene rings. An accumulation of 25
frames is performed for each flame at each detection wavelength and the background
images are subtracted. It is seen that the PAHs starts to form near the fuel side and they
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grow as they move towards the soot zone. As the pressure is increased the PAH profiles
seem to move close to LII profiles.

Figure 7.15. Normalized PLIF and LII signal at different pressure
7.4

Conclusion
Optical diagnostics are performed in N2-diluted ethylene/air counterflow diffusion

flames to investigate the soot fields up to 10 atm and a quantitative data set is provided
for modelers
•

Soot volume fraction profiles are calculated using 2D-LOSA and LII, while for
LII measurements signal attenuation from center of flame to camera was
accounted for using measurements of LOSA

•

Soot volume fraction increased as the pressure increased and scaling of fv,peak is
more sensitive to pressure at low fuel mole fraction

•

fv obtained by LII agrees well with 2D LOSA
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•

PLIF measurements show the relative spatial location of the PAH profiles and the
overlap of PAH and LII signal increases with pressure which suggests that PAH
absorbance may increase as the pressure increases
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Chapter 8
Summary and recommendations
Morphological parameters of soot are investigated in pressurized counterflow
flames for the first time. A novel pressure vessel is designed and built for investigating
soot morphology using multi-angle light scattering and extinction. Both counterflow and
coflow burner configurations for non-premixed flames can be used to study soot
formation in this pressure vessel, although most of the previous investigations at high
pressures have been performed using the coflow burner in which effects of pressure on
primary particle size and soot volume fraction have been reported. In this study,
pressurized counterflow flames are examined using intrusive and non-intrusive
diagnostics and morphological parameters of soot are investigated. Counterflow flames
are relatively immune from buoyancy-induced instabilities and residence time can be
controlled. Experimental data is presented on the influence of pressure on soot
morphology which is very helpful for modelers for validating existing numerical codes.
A counterflow burner is specifically designed and built for this study. To
investigate the influence of pressure on soot parameters the two angle light scattering and
extinction method is used. Information about soot parameters is inferred using the
Rayleigh-Debye-Gans theory for fractal aggregates. The path averaged soot volume
fraction increases with pressure and fv,peak scales with pressure as P3.45. This pressure
scaling is much higher than what has been reported in coflow flames, which may be due
to the dependency of sooting behavior on flame configuration. First measurements of
primary particle diameter and population average radius of gyration are reported in
counterflow flames and these parameters also increase with pressure. Increase in primary
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particle size with pressure is consistent with other studies performed in ethylene air
coflow flames [48, 82].
Multi-angle light scattering is also performed from 3 to 5 atm. Scattering to
absorption ratio (ρsa) and aggregate size distribution parameters are inferred from multiangle light scattering data. ρsa increases with pressure, representing a change in
morphology. The mean number of primary particles in an aggregate decrease with
pressure. Hence, an increase in mean aggregate size, which is investigated using two
angle light scattering work, can be explained by an increase in primary particle diameter.
Scattering measurements at large angles have large experimental uncertainties due to
internal reflections in the calibration process, therefore, evaluating the fractal dimension
of soot aggregates will have large experimental uncertainties. Calibrating the setup with
large molecules can minimize these uncertainties. Moreover, increasing the pressure
leads to an increase in the Reynolds number which makes the flame non-axisymmetric.
The scattering signal is measured on both sides of the laser beam to cover the scattering
from 15° to 165°. In cases of flames being non-axisymmetric, scattering curves measured
on one side of the beam will have different trends from the ones measured on another
side of the beam, which will lead to large errors in measurements.
Counterflow flames have sharp temperature gradients in the axial direction which
cause beam steering. The beam steering angle increases with pressure and beam steering
is noticed when the incident laser beam exits the flame periphery. Effects of beam
steering are minimized using an integrating sphere. However, at the peak scattering
location, the scattering signal fluctuates, due to which multi-angle light scattering
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measurements were performed at least 100 microns away from the peak scattering
location.
Thermophoretic sampling is performed in pressurized counterflow flames. The
TEM grid is moved along the diameter of the flame in such a way that it collects soot
particles along the entire axis of the flame at the same time. Images are taken along the
flame axis in order to find the particle size distribution, however, due to the curvature of
the flame, it is not possible to resolve the soot field. Hence, the properties of the entire
flame are analyzed. Primary particle size increases with pressure and this trend is the
same that has been measured using light scattering. Mean primary particle size of 17.5
nm at 3 atm increases to 47 nm at 10 atm. Quantitative comparison of these
measurements cannot be made with light scattering measurements. Fractal properties of
soot aggregates are also calculated and found to be insensitive to pressure. For all the
flames, the fractal dimension of 1.66 and fractal prefactor of 1.76 have been reported. In
order to resolve the fractal dimension along the flame axis, multi-angle light scattering
should be used.
The soot volume fraction may not be constant along the radial direction and large
experimental uncertainty can exist while estimating primary particle sizes using path
average extinction coefficients. These uncertainties propagate when estimating the
aggregate parameters from multi-angle light scattering. Local soot volume fractions are
measured using 2D LOSA and LII. Attenuation of LII is corrected using the data of
diffused light extinction (DLE). The soot volume fraction obtained from DLE agrees with
the measurements obtain from LII. Increasing the fuel mole fraction increases soot
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concentration but its sensitivity decreases at higher values of fuel mole fraction.
Moreover, fv is more sensitive to pressures at low fuel mole fractions. Increasing the Xf
also increases soot zone thickness and resulted in better radial soot volume fraction
profiles. This can reduce the experimental uncertainties for multi-angle light scattering
measurements. Flames at high soot loadings may be optically too thick for light scattering
and extinction measurements by continuous light sources, and pulse lasers with high
energy are required.
To resolve the soot field along the flame axis of a counterflow flame, optical
diagnostics are a more promising choice. However, large uncertainties exist in the
measurements and one of the largest sources of uncertainties in calculating the soot
parameters from light scattering data is due to the optical properties of soot. These optical
properties (E(m), F(m)) are a function of the refractive index of soot. The refractive index
of soot particles must be studied as a function of pressure. A methodology for in situ
measurement of refractive indices of soot particles is detailed in [98, 99], which requires
measurement of the asymmetry ratio at both polarizations of light, depolarization ratio,
and scattering to extinction ratio. This setup can provide the optical access required for
such measurements. Ar/Kr ion laser can emit several wavelengths; feasibility of multiwavelength light scattering and extinction can be performed to investigate the refractive
index of soot particles. However, to reduce the experimental uncertainties related to one
dimensionality of flames, conditions of high fuel mole fractions should be investigated.
However, maximum fuel mole fraction for multi-angle light scattering and extinction
measurements would be restricted with the power of light sources. Further investigations
into the effects of fuel mole fraction and strain rate on soot concentration in pressurized
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flames can be valuable in choosing the appropriate conditions for studying soot
morphology using optical diagnostics.
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APPENDIX A
Challenges associated with experimental setup
Since the counterflow burner and the high-pressure experimental setup used for
light scattering are designed and built for this study it is important to highlight the
challenges when performing multi-angle light scattering in pressurized counterflow
flames.
Internal reflections:
Although windows have anti-reflection coatings, the coatings do not completely
block internal reflections. This leads to low signal to noise ratio from calibration gases in
forward and backward angles. To calculate the noise, scattering is measured from
propane and nitrogen and the noise is inferred from the known ratios of scattering crosssections of calibration gases. The noise is also measured by measuring the scattering from
helium gas. Helium has a very small cross-section and the scattering from helium is
negligible; only noise due to internal reflections is measured. Moreover, optical windows
are not very far from the sooting flames and counterflow flames have exhaust in the
radial direction, which increases the chances of soot accumulation on optical windows.
The shroud flow of nitrogen around the optical windows prevents the accumulation of
soot on these windows. Nonetheless, very small amount of soot (not noticeable with the
eye) deposit on optical windows which does not disturb the soot scattering but
contaminates the scattering signal from calibration gases and minimizes the signal from
propane. To overcome this issue optical windows are cleaned to keep the signal to noise
ratio to a minimum level. Cleaning the optical windows requires the removal of the
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burner and, after putting the burner back into the pressure vessel, re-alignment of the
incident laser beam is required with the scattered light collection optics.
Pressure fluctuations
All the flames investigated in this study are soot formation flames in which soot
particles flow with exhaust gases. When the exhaust gases flow through the back pressure
regulator, soot particles block the outlets of the back pressure regulator which causes
fluctuations of the inside pressure in the vessel. A small fluctuation of pressure inside the
vessel disturbs the flame leading to errors in scattering measurement. To prevent the
fluctuations inside the pressure, a bypass valve is slightly opened to reduce the flow to
the back pressure regulator. Moreover, the back pressure regulator is also cleaned at
regular intervals.
Flame shape
Due to physical constraints of the experimental setup, scattering on both sides of
the laser beam is measured to cover the scattering from 15° to 165°. Attenuation of the
light scattering signal from the laser beam to the detector is performed from the light
extinction data, assuming the flame is axisymmetric. Soot properties have sharp gradients
along the axes of counterflow flames and, in the case the flame not being axisymmetric or
not in a horizontal plane, this can lead to large errors in scattering measurements. Adding
meshes and foams in outer tubes of counterflow burner facilitates in keeping the flame
axisymmetric.
Optical density filters
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Due to the large differences of scattering signals of soot particles from the
scattering of calibration gases, neutral density filters are used. The neutral density filters
utilized have deviations of 20% from their optical density values. Their optical densities
also depend on the angle of incidence. These issues are resolved by calibrating the neutral
density filters each time the experiment is performed.
Beam steering
Laser beam steering occurs as the laser beam exits the flame. Using an integrating
sphere and a 2” cylindrical convex lens in front of the integrating sphere mitigates effects
of beam steering on light extinction measurements. A cylindrical lens refocuses the
steered beam to the inlet of integrating sphere. As the pressure is increased, the beam
steering angle increases and cylindrical lens of 2” diameter may not be sufficient to
capture the steered beam.
Soot loading
To keep the global strain rate constant, inlet mass flux is increased with pressure,
which results in an increase in flame length (soot zone) and hence, more laser power
attenuation. Soot loading in counterflow flames is found to be very sensitive to pressure,
which may lead to optically thick flame conditions at high pressures if the fuel and
oxygen mole fractions are kept constant over the pressure range.
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APPENDIX B
DRAWINGS OF EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
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